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The Home-Grown Issue
Serenely idyllic shoreline of
Bangaram Island, Lakshadweep.

From Vistara
to you...

T

VISTARA HIGHLIGHTS
We’re happy to announce the launch of several new domestic routes over the past
few months: Bengaluru-Coimbatore, Mumbai-Indore, Mumbai-Bhubaneshwar, and
Bengaluru-Pune.
In keeping with our continuous endeavour to elevate your flying experience, we
present ‘Feel The Pause’—a new, well-being-focused media offering on Vistara World,
designed to help reduce your stress and anxiety through a set of specially curated
soothing audio and video clips.
Our commitment to sustainability continues, and our recently launched ‘Vistara
Green Miles’ initiative saw different teams unite to plant 1000+ trees across
our domestic network.
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here's a beautiful duality to
India. It is an ancient land
and, at the same time, a
young nation. It has a rich past filled with
immeasurable treasures and an abundant
future of boundless opportunities. It is
traditional, yet modern. This month, as we
celebrate our 75th Independence Day, we raise
a literary toast to the uniqueness that is India
with our special Home-Grown issue—packed
with features commemorating the country’s
artistic heritage, its glorious landscapes, as well
as its many international achievements.
Take a scenic trip through the green
wonderland that is Arunachal Pradesh through
colourful, storybook-style depictions by a sketch
artist in our Photo Essay! Savour the delights of
Indian cuisine with our feature exploring the
immense global success of this flavourful fare
and its appetising appeal on the international
palate. Seeking a feast for the eyes? Explore
some of the world’s prettiest towns offering a
range of fun experiences—romantic canal rides,
mountain biking, surfing, and more —certain
to ensure a truly memorable vacation.
Need a dose of Indian creativity? Then
check out our feature on what makes India
the start-ups hub of endless opportunities
for visionary entrepreneurs. Enter a world of
cinematic brilliance with Ali Fazal, who tells
us about his tryst with international films and
directors. Give your wardrobe and living spaces
a desi makeover with our selection of centuriesold Indian prints and pottery. And finally, don’t
miss our curated collection of the best family
cars, exquisite jewellery, and must-have fashion,
beauty, and home décor products in our Luxe
Picks section.
- Team Vistara

C O N T E N T S
THE HOME-GROWN ISSUE

Colourful huts and birds at the
Namdapha Jungle Camp in
Miao, Arunachal Pradesh.

44

70

Actor Ali Fazal discusses the
nuances of his cinematic craft
and international success

Take a bite of Indian cuisine
to explore its flavourful
triumph in the global
culinary world

The Celeb Diary

48
Luxuriously elegant
home furnishings
On a cinematic
journey with
the stylish
Ali Fazal

@vistara
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Luxe Picks
Our selection of the latest
family-friendly cars and
exclusive fashion, beauty,
and home décor products

Vistara - TATA SIA Airlines Ltd.

Cuisine

74

Cover Story
Experience the beauty of
Arunachal Pradesh through
an artistʼs sketches

ON THE COVER The vibrantly colourful
mountains of Tawang,Arunachal Pradesh.

C O N T E N T S

Cebrag 50 Yes

Snow-capped Himalayas overlook the
rolling green hills of Binsar, Uttarakhand.

VISTA
10 Snapshots of Tso Moriri,

of welcoming you to the shores of Sunny Side of Life,
with uniquely Maldivian culture, traditions and
hospitality!

Jeddah, and Chikkamagaluru

#TRENDING

24 Entertainment

Rediscover India with our picks
of movies , OTT series, and books
about the country

32 Indian Jewellery
and Prints

Add a touch of heritage glamour
with dazzling statement trinkets
and artistic indigenous prints

SUITCASE

56 Business Trends

Explore the exciting rise
of Indiaʼs Start-up Inc.

ESCAPE

72 Destination
Bask in the summer glory
of Switzerlandʼs natural beauty

COMMUNITY
80 Renowned NGO Dastkarʼs
initiatives to support Indian crafts
and craftspeople

VISTARA CURATES
82 The best in luxury, lifestyle, and
hospitality this month

The Ministry of Civil Aviation has
upgraded its Air Sewa portal which is
accessible through an interactive web
portal and a mobile app.
The new version includes the
following features:
a) Secure sign up and log-in with
social media
b) Chatbot for travellers’ support
c) Improved grievance management,
including social media grievance
d) Real-time flight status and
detailed flight schedule
Air Sewa is available at
www.airsewa.gov.in
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Traverse eight gorgeous, small towns
offering big adventures

Celebrity wellness expert Anshuka
Parwani shares the benefits of yoga

Gorgeous Vistas

The Last Word

DISCLAIMER:

While this issue might inspire you to travel, we ask that you thoroughly
research the destination and its regulatory pre-requisites, and travel only
if it is safe to do so. Please continue to cooperate with government
advisories for the safety of yourself and your co-travellers.
Pages labelled as ʻAdvertorialʼ are promotional articles.
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Vistara is the registered trademark of TATA
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reserved. Printed at Kala Jyothi Process
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The writing, artwork and/or photography
contained herein may not be used
or reproduced without the express
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not assume any responsibility for loss
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views expressed in the magazine are not
necessarily those of the publisher or TSAL.
All efforts have been made while compiling
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assume no responsibility for the effects
arising therefrom. TSAL does not assume
any liability for services or products
advertised herein.
www.airvistara.com
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V I S TA
PERSPECTIVES ON AWE-INSPIRING LANDSCAPES

Tso Moriri
Where the skies and land blend into one.

ROCKY SINGH
Traveller, TV host, author

Afri and i/ Getty Images

“Are the azure waters of Tso Moriri under the cobalt sky or the
other way round? Here, you can point your camera in literally
any direction and are guaranteed magnificent photographs.
Viually untouched, there are no dhabas here, so pack a snack.
Expect amazing birds and wildlife as you pass the Hemis
National Park on the way to this gem in Ladakh.”

V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

INDIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY

Jeddah

7 Core Values That Built
75 Years and Will Last Forever

An ancient soul with a modern spirit
by the shores of the Red Sea.

As we move forward, let’s pause to pay homage to this venerable nation. All
Indians are celebrating 75 years of independence on August 15. There have been
countless glorious moments and will continue to be.
It was on this day, in 1947, that our
freedom fighters made the world
sit up and take notice of the pride
and essence of true Bharat. With
the support of exemplary leaders,
visionaries, educators, industrialists,
and our armed forces - we are able
to hold our heads high. This year, we
are also celebrating Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav. The growth engine of
our country is accelerating at full
throttle, and nothing can stop it.
How does our country inspire such
high regard among us? The answer
is simple: values. As Indians, we lead
by example, and it is in our DNA to be
guided by our priceless values, culture,
and ethos. These values are inculcated
from an early age.
A core part of our identity as
Indians is rooted in these seven
Gandhian principles.
Stay Truthful:
Truthful communication with
oneself and others, in accordance
with the facts, is essential to living
life to its fullest, free from any guilt,
or greed. It is not as daunting as it
sounds. You should be honest with
your conscience, and the rest will
fall into place.

JEHAN DARUVALA
Formula 2 Racer

jamjoom/ Getty Images

“Jeddah is a new addition to our racing calendar. My
favourite pa of the city is the Wateront Corniche,
which is where the racetrack is. A newly developed pa
of the city, it offers stunning views of the Red Sea
and has plenty of beaches, parks, and spos areas.
The city also has a peaceful vibe that I enjoy.”

Non-Violence Is a Need:
Did you know that India has never
waged war on its own? Our actions are
only retaliatory when we are provoked
by a rival country, and non-violence is
our dharma. Kindness and compassion
are like a perennial thread in our lives,
and nonviolence stems from them!

Greed Is Dangerous:
How much is too much? It is natural
for all of us to feel possessive of our
possessions, but clinging too tightly
to the materialistic world comes with
a heavy price. When caring for others,
sharing is the number one mantra, and
it should begin at a very young age.
Home is where charity begins!
Faith Is Phenomenal:
Yes, of course! Faith in ourselves is
something we should ponder. However,
there is one supreme reality that guides
us. Put your finest foot forward and
witness the wonders of self-confidence
as you stay committed to your duties.
Live Accountable:
India has made substantial progress
since independence, and the country is
experiencing positive growth prospects.
Accessibility comes with development,
but only accountability makes it shine.
When you stay responsible and utilise
your privileges responsibly, you bring
cheer to others as well!
Embrace Diversity:
Our country is a land of diverse cultures,
traditions, languages, and religions. With
the world becoming a global village, we
are no longer assorted. It is in agreeing

Dr Manimekalai Mohan
Founder & Managing Trustee,
SSVM INSTITUTIONS, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

on the interesting pattern of diversity
that we find our unity.
Practice Adaptability:
In a world that is constantly changing,
adaptability is the key to excellence.
Yes! When doing so, do not forget
to be judicious and to remember the
core values.

PS: The Government of India has proposed
‘One Nation, One Emotion, One Identity’.
This August 15, bring home the National
Flag and celebrate Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav with ‘Har Ghar Tiranga’.

Let’s hoist our national flag with pride!

V I S T A PICTURE PERFECT

Chikkamagaluru
ADMISSIONS OPEN
2022 - 23

Of coffee scents, forest trails, undulating
hills, and gushing waterfalls.

School of Computing
& Information Technology
• B.Tech. - CSIT, CS & SE, ISE, CSE (AI & ML)
School of Computer Science
& Engineering
• B.Tech. - CSE, AI & DS, CSE (IoT & Cyber
Security incl. BCT)

SAMEERA REDDY
Actor

REVA Business School

School of Electronics
& Communication Engineering
• B.Tech. - ECE, ECM, Robotics & Automation

School of Management Studies

School of Civil Engineering
• B.Tech. - CE

School of Computer Science
& Applications

School of Mechanical Engineering
• B.Tech. - ME, MET

School of Applied Sciences

School of Electrical
& Electronics Engineering
• B.Tech. - EEE

School of Arts, Humanities
& Social Sciences

School of Architecture
• Bachelor of Architecture
• Bachelor of Science (Interior Design)
• Master of Architecture
(Environmental Architecture)
Akshay Jain / EyeEm/ G etty Images P lus

“Chikkamagaluru is great for family vacations! We climbed
Mullayanagiri Peak with our kids and the view was breathtaking.
It was amazing to learn about the history of coffee planting in
India and the lile ones were fascinated by the different flora
and buelies at the plantations. The local Malnad cuisine
is a must-try.”

Unleash
Your True
Potential
School of Commerce

School of Allied Health Sciences

School of Performing Arts
& Indic Studies
School of Legal Studies

# T R E N D I N G SOCIAL FEED

WHATʼS UP ON SOCIAL?
Tune into all the Vistara chatter on social media.

TWEET ON POINT

@KrisPSQC

@deeghose

@surajtripathiphotography

@Samir N Gangar

@Hina Quadri

#TAG US IN
@vistara
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GET SOCIAL WITH US
Tag us on social media, add #vistara,
and you may stand a chance to be
featured in the Vistara inflight magazine.
@vistara

Vistara - TATA SIA Airlines Ltd.

@mohanram_bm

# T R E N D I N G EVENTS

IN AUGUST GATHERINGS
This month, make your way to these exciting festivals in India and around the world to partake
in celebrations that embrace culture, music, and sporting action. By AAKRITI JASWANT

THRIPUNITHURA, KERALA
ATHACHAMAYAM FESTIVAL
30 AUGUST 2022
This cultural fiesta marks the
beginning of the Onam festivities
in India. Every year, the small
town of Thripunithura, near
Kochi, hosts a spectacular
ceremony marking the victory of
the King of Kochi. The colourful
event features a magnificent
procession representing the
king and his entourage, along
with richly decorated elephants,
tableaus, and a display of the
state’s various art forms.
utsav.gov.in

KOVALAM BEACH, TAMIL NADU
COVELONG POINT SURF, MUSIC,

This one’s for those who love riding
waves! Witness an internationallevel surfing contest, practise yoga
by the beach, participate in sound
therapy and martial arts sessions,
and take in performances by India’s
top contemporary musicians, while
enjoying delicious food specialities
at this annual festival in Kovalam.
surfturf.in
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AND YOGA FESTIVAL
5 TO 7 AUGUST 2022

# T R E N D I N G EVENTS

BUÑOL, SPAIN
LA TOMATINA FESTIVAL
31 AUGUST 2022
What started as a street fight
among children in 1945 is now
one of the funniest and ‘fun-nest’
parties in the world! The town of
Buñol, outside Valencia, hosts this
famous annual Spanish food fight.
People from all over the world
partake in this caper, where you
simply must throw tomatoes at
each other for sheer pleasure
and entertainment.
spain.info

READING AND LEEDS, UK
READING AND LEEDS FESTIVAL
26 TO 28 AUGUST 2022
These twin annual music festivals take place simultaneously
and draw massive crowds. Held at Reading’s Richfield
Avenue and Leeds’ Bramham Park, this popular weekend
extravaganza will feature a line-up of artists like Arctic
Monkeys, Halsey, and Megan Thee Stallion. You can also
Disclaimer: Please check online for the latest Covid-19 updates pertaining
to the event before visiting or making a booking.
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camp at the grounds close by to be near all the action.
readingandleedsfestival.com

FROM TOP : Bea rFotos/Shutterstoc k;Image courtesy of event
websi te; Ha fiz Johari/Shu tterstock

SILVERSTONE, UK
BRITISH GRAND PRIX MOTOGP
5 TO 7 AUGUST 2022
This high-octane, weekend-long festival at the iconic Silverstone
Circuit has something for everyone. The jam-packed schedule
offers roaring motorcycle races, world-class musical acts, a
display of the latest bikes, and an entertainment zone consisting
of zorbs and simulators. What’s more, you can even camp under
the stars with your family at the Silverstone Golf Club campsite, a
short walk from the circuit!
motogp.com

# T R E N D I N G BINGE

THE INDIAN SPOTLIGHT
The diverse landscape of India offers remarkable storytelling opportunities to filmmakers across the world. Here are our
picks of gripping international movies and Indian OTT shows based on the country. By AAKRITI JASWANT

MOVIES GALORE
Gandhi
Drama/History I 3h 11m
A co-production between India
and the United Kingdom, this
biographical film from 1982
received worldwide critical
acclaim and won numerous
Academy Awards. Starring Ben
Kingsley and directed by Richard
Attenborough, the classic movie
encompasses the most defining
moments of Mahatma Gandhiʼs
life and explores his famous
philosophy of non-violence.
Profound and persuasive, do
watch this one for Kingsleyʼs
spellbinding portrayal of one
of Indiaʼs most loved leaders.
Watch on: Jio Cinema

The Darjeeling Limited
Drama/Adventure I 1h 31m

Lion
Drama I 1h 58m

Directed by John Madden and featuring

A masterpiece by celebrated auteur Wes

A biographical movie starring Dev Patel, Nicole

top-notch actors like Dame Judi Dench, Bill Nighy,
Dame Maggie Smith, and Dev Patel, this movie

Anderson, the film stars Owen Wilson, Adrien

Kidman, Deepti Naval, and Nawazuddin Siddiqui.

follows the misadventures of a group of British
pensioners who travel to a hotel in Jaipur, run by

Brody, and Jason Schwartzman as three
estranged brothers who agree to meet aboard a
luxury Indian train for a spiritual journey, a year

Based on a screenplay of the book A Long Way
Home by Saroo Brierley, the movie tells the true
story of Brierley, who was separated from his

an eager if inexperienced manager. The film offers
a peek at the wistful longings of retirees and

after their fatherʼs funeral. Mostly filmed around
Jodhpur and Udaipur, the cinematography is a

family in India as a child and decides to find them,
25 years later, using Google Earth! Exploring the

their delightful journeys of closure, with stunning
visual treat, and the serio-comic narrative makes
visuals of the city. Heart-warming and funny.
forahighly
 
 entertaining
   watch.

Watch on: Apple TV
Watch on: Apple TV
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complexity of human relationships, this soulstirring watch will make you shed a tear or two.
Watch on: Netflix

Al l images courtesy of producers/cha nn els

The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel
Comedy/Drama I 2h 4m

   

  

# T R E N D I N G BINGE

Popular cars at special
lease prices!

AN OTT EXTRAVAGANZA
Scam 1992: The Harshad Mehta Story
Drama I 1 Season

Pitchers
Comedy Drama I 1 Season

Rocket Boys
Biographical Drama I 1 Season

MG Hector+ | Sharp CVT

`50,774*

This financial thriller is based on the infamous
1992 Indian stock market scam and showcases
the meteoric rise and subsequent fall of Harshad
Mehta, a manipulative stockbroker who engaged
in a series of related frauds. Adapted from The
Scam: Who Won, Who Lost, Who Got Away, a book
by Sucheta Dalal and Debashish Basu, the show
received critical praise for its brilliant concept,
direction, and acting performances, particularly
for Pratik Gandhiʼs portrayal of the lead character.
Watch on: SonyLIV

A trailblazer in the Indian OTT space, this is a
must-watch for budding entrepreneurs. The
crisply handled show tells the story of four
friends who leave their boring jobs to realise
their dream of building a start-up. As they
embark on a journey packed with struggles, they
discover the stiff competition that marks this
space in the country. The spirit of perseverance
and the bonds of friendship, as portrayed in the
show, make it a rewarding watch.
Watch on: Amazon Prime Video

Unfolding through the 1940s to the 1960s,
this series chronicles the lives of Dr. Homi
J. Bhabha, the architect of Indiaʼs Nuclear
Programme, and Dr. Vikram Sarabhai, who
established the Indian Space Programme. The
lifelong friendship between the two geniuses
and their scientific vision for an independent
India form the crux of the story, while themes
of patriotism and the conflict between man
and machine are also poignantly portrayed.
Watch on: SonyLIV

`43,333*

Zero down payment

Includes maintenance for entire term

Optional replacement car service

Upgrade car at end of lease term

Includes full term insurance

No impact on borrowing capacity

Interested in any other car or these cars for other locations? Contact us!

This endearing show goes right
into the heart of our country. A
countrywide job crunch forces
Abhishek, an engineering

*Per month, for top variant, inclusive of taxes.
These prices are indicative for Gurgaon, 60 months & 75,000 kms.

Panchayat Secretary of a remote
Indian village. What ensues is
a series of comical incidents

leaseplan.com

village life, leading to several
amusing outcomes. Starring
Jitendra Kumar, Neena Gupta,
and Raghubir Yadav, the rustic
setting and mofussil humour
make it a delightful watch.
Watch on: Amazon Prime Video

Al l images courtesy of producers/cha nn els

graduate, to become the

as he comes to terms with
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Deal!

TATA Harrier | 2L XMA

Why Lease?

Panchayat
Comedy Drama I 2 Seasons

26 /

Super

Leasing is a smart way of acquiring vehicles. It allows you to unblock
your capital and provides for financial flexibility that a business demands.
It also takes away the hassle of maintenance, insurance, repairs and resale.
What you are left with is more cash and time to grow your business!
Vehicles for: Corporates | SMEs | Self employed professionals
For more information: Email: reachus@leaseplan.com | Call: 1860 500 5050/1860 419 5050

# T R E N D I N G BOOKMARK

AN INDIAN ODYSSEY
Journey across India with our specially curated selection of entertaining reads about and from the country.
By AAKRITI JASWANT
TOMB OF SAND
By Geetanjali Shree, Translated by Daisy Rockwell

Written from the
viewpoint of the
Mahabharata’s fiery
queen Draupadi (also
known as Panchaali),
this bold retelling
of the Indian epic
is revolutionary
for expressing the feminine sensibility
in a male-dominated narrative. From the
protagonist’s magical birth in fire to her
graceful endurance as a woman caught

Translated from its Hindi version, Ret Samadhi, this is the first Indian
language novel to win the International Booker Prize. When an old woman
slides into depression after the death of her husband, she decides to
break free of all conventions, first by befriending a transgender person
and then by travelling to Pakistan to confront her unresolved trauma from
the Partition. Shree, uniquely, adopts a playful tone to deal with serious
themes like the divide between borders, religion, and genders.
An emotional, funny, and engaging read, all at once.

THE DISCOVERY OF INDIA
By Jawaharlal Nehru

MALGUDI DAYS
By R.K. Narayan

between warring men, Divakaruni gives
voice to and masterfully portrays her

While imprisoned

Published in 1943,

heroine’s destiny, while also presenting a
stirring account of the stories in this ancient

by the British
from 1942-1945

this literary classic
features a collection

tale. An engrossing read!

for participating
in the Quit India

of 32 short stories set
in the fictional town of

SHANTARAM
By Gregory David Roberts
Based on the
fascinating,
real-life story of
the author, this
rich, kaleidoscopic
narrative revolves
around the bustling
underworld of
Mumbai, which becomes the home of Lin,
an escaped convict from Australia. He
soon finds himself enmeshed in a world
of slums, five-star hotels, gang wars, holy
men, and actors from tinsel town. Roberts’
evocative writing gives life and colour to the
breadth of human experience in an Indian
metropolis. This book tempts you to explore
the very depths of Mumbai, including the
famed Café Leopold.
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Movement, India’s
first Prime Minister
penned down this
impassioned homage to the rich history
and culture of the country, from ancient
times till the British Raj. Considered to be
one of the finest writings on India’s past,
this work presents eye-opening facts and
is an absolute must-read.

Malgudi in South India.
Marked by Narayan’s
characteristic blend
of realism and subtle humour, each tale
showcases a facet of everyday life and
deals with the problems of an emerging
independent nation. The result? A charming
world where the characters and Malgudi are
pleasantly and irrevocably tied together.

SERIOUS MEN
By Manu Joseph
Ayyan Mani is a man stuck in an unremarkable marriage and a dead-end job
as an assistant to an insufferable astrophysicist. Ambitious and dreaming
of more for himself, he decides to add some adventure to his life by playing
a secret game in which he begins weaving outrageous fiction, involving his
10-year-old son. However, as reality becomes dangerously intertwined with
the imaginary, Mani soon finds himself overtaken by his own creation. A
hilarious portrayal of runaway egos, the novel is sharply satirical of modern
society and its obsession with class divides.

Al l images courtesy of respec tive pub lishers

THE PALACE OF ILLUSIONS
By Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni

# T R E N D I N G INDIAN POTTERY

ADVERTORIAL

MOULDING MAGIC
Explore four of the most unique traditions of exquisite, mesmerisingly stunning Indian pottery.
By AAKRITI JASWANT

JAIPUR BLUE POTTERY,
RAJASTHAN

BIDRIWARE, KARNATAKA
Striking inlay work of silver and gold on black
alloyed metal is the hallmark of this technique
from the city of Bidar. Zinc and a special soil lend
the craft its signature stark black colour, which is
then hammered, along with silver or gold strips,
into engraved grooves. Some of the popular motifs
depicted include flowers, leaves, and even human
figures. An exquisitely intricate art, Bidriware is
used to create jewellery, trinket boxes, and trays.

KHAVDA POTTERY, GUJARAT
Dating back to the Indus Valley Civilisation, this pottery tradition is one of
Indiaʼs oldest arts. The craft uses a mud known as ʻrann ki mittiʼ (soil of the
desert), which is moulded to create decorative items and household utensils.
These are then coated with geru (a red colour), which gives it its characteristic
hue, and decorated with red, black, and white clay-based paints.

LONGPI POTTERY, MANIPUR
A speciality of the Tangkhul tribe from Nungbi
village, this pottery tradition hearkens back to the
Neolithic period. Clay and black rock are used to
fashion a range of striking earthenware products,
which are uniquely crafted sans a potterʼs wheel!
The black finish resembles metal, and these pots
and pans are believed to intensify the taste of food.
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Turko-Persian in origin, this
renowned pottery tradition from
Jaipur is unique in that it doesnʼt
use clay! Instead, a mixture of
stone powder, powdered glass,
and multani mitti (Fullerʼs Earth)
is used to create an array of
decorative items like vases,
bowls, and teapots. Instantly
recognisable for its striking blue
and white colours, the art form
usually features intricate floral
motifs in a very pleasing pattern.

# T R E N D I N G INDIAN JEWELLERY

ADVERTORIAL

BAUBLE MANIA

A CHOCO-LICIOUS TREAT

A sparkling curation of must-have ornaments from some of India’s leading contemporary jewellery houses.

India’s premier chocolate and confectionery manufacturing company, Denali Foods
Pvt. Ltd. is renowned for its array of delicious treats, tempting kids and adults alike.
Co-founder and Managing Director Abhinav Bisarya shares his vision behind the brand
and how it aims to change the perception of chocolate in India.

By ANANYA BAHL

BAUHAUS MODEL 4 BLACK
BY MISHO
This geometric ring with clean-cut lines is perfect
for the man who likes to maintain a minimal
aesthetic. Choose from a 22k gold-plated bronze
or rhodium-plated sterling silver base, both topped
with a black enamel panel. Wear it with style
through the day and night.
`7,500; mishodesigns.com

While travellling through Europe, Africa,
South America, and the US, Denali Foods
founders Sonal and Abhinav Bisarya
discovered that the quality of chocolate
available overseas was better than that
available back home in India. Moreover,
it was not perceived as an unhealthy food
item, as it is here. “I wanted to change the
perception that chocolate is only sweet
and for children. (Abroad) it has a different
connotation and I wanted to bring that to
India. I wanted to bring a different flavour
profile to our local markets,” says Abhinav.
Both founders were working in California
at the time.

PLETHORA NECKLACE
BY DHORA

XL VISION HOOPS BY LUNE
You simply can’t go wrong with classic ear
hoops! Go big with these ’90s-inspired
textured, 18k gold-plated earrings, designed
using the Impasto painting technique made
famous by Vincent van Gogh. Conceptualised
in Goa and Mumbai and handmade in Jaipur, it
doesn’t get more stylishly indie than this.
`10,500; shoplune.com

Embellished with cultured
pearls and white topaz,
this spectacular statement
neckpiece is sure to be the
star of your outfit! Fitting
snugly around the neck with a
drawstring, its versatile design
works well for both a sundowner
and a day affair. Pair it with a
sari and be prepared to receive
a plethora of compliments!
`9,000; dhoraindia.in

Since its inception, Denali has consistently
delivered a range of superior quality
chocolate products for cooking and
baking purposes. A major supplier of
premium goods to other confectionary
and ice-cream manufacturers, the brand
also caters to individual customers and
small bakers via their online and offline
retail presence. Their delectable offerings
include white and dark chocolate bars,
choco chips, chocolate truffles and fillings,
and drinking chocolate. And in a delicious
twist, they even produce a range of
different fruit-flavoured chocolates to
tempt the Indian palate!

Opt for a chic ethnic look with this
gorgeous cuff fashioned with dainty rawa
craftsmanship. Fine pieces of silver are
soldered together by skilled artisans
to achieve these intricate patterns
featuring round motifs. This one’s
perfect for a fusion outfit!
`11,500; silverstreakstore.com
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FLOWER SILVER CUFF
BY SILVER STREAK

Quality Driven Delights
Their ISO 22000-certified, state-of-theart manufacturing unit in Hyderabad is
spread across 50,000 sq. ft. and maintains
high standards of production. “We want to
produce chocolate that is high quality and
so the manufacturing process should be
the same calibre.” He adds, “Our corporate

Abhinav Bisarya
Co-founder & Managing Director,
Denali Foods Pvt. Ltd.

customers rarely change suppliers, and we
rank very high in blind taste tests against
other companies. The reason is that we
minimise the use of artificial agents and
always extract the flavour from the cocoa
beans itself.”
Spreading Good Taste
Denali has a strong distribution network,
and its products are widely available
across India. Going forward, the brand
aims to create a large online presence
and take its products to international
markets. As per Abhinav, “We will soon
be launching our stores on Amazon and
Flipkart. We want to reach the consumers
more effectively so that they can procure
our products directly online. We have
opened in Nepal, Bhutan, and the
Maldives. and will be expanding towards
East and West Africa and Myanmar, too.”
The company’s goal is to take Indian-made
chocolate to the world and it’s safe to say
they are firmly on their way.

For details, contact: 9912999910
Website: denalifoods.in Email: contact@denalifoods.in

denalifoods

# T R E N D I N G INDIAN JEWELLERY

MILA STACKABLE RING SET BY MOI
Brilliant colour play is at the core of this stack
of exquisite rings. Handcrafted in gold, they
are presented in three options of gemstones: a
middle ring comprising pave-set, brilliant-cut
blue sapphires, rubies, or yellow sapphires; and
two slimmer rings featuring channel-set blue
sapphires, rubies, or emeralds on either side. You
wonʼt be able to get your eyes off them!
`1,28,750; vibewithmoi.in

ROUGE LUMIERE HEADGEAR
BY OUTHOUSE JEWELLERY

THE WILD & FREE II BY HANNAN
This 0.5-inch, enamel coin pendant features a scenery
depicting the endless possibilities of the oceanʼs
horizons. Attached to a looped link necklace, the delicate
piece amalgamates the warmth of an orange sunrise and
cool blue waters. The perfect addition to a classic bluejeans-and-white-shirt outfit.
`2,800; shophannan.in

Hereʼs something for those who love a subtle glam look. Set in
22k rose-gold plating, this dainty headgear flaunts carefully
strung pearls and carved melon stone in blush for a modern twist
on Indian jewellery. Team it with a sari or lehenga or go all out and
wear it with a gown or stylish blouse—it will elevate every outfit.
`14,250; outhouse-jewellery.com

Featured in the brandʼs
Monsoon ʼ22 collection,
this adjustable bracelet
boasts seven blooming
flowers in a golden hue.
The metallic tinge comes
from its gold-plated,
92.5-silver base. It pairs
well with a wide range of
sartorial choices, from
jeans and dresses to
traditional attire.
`14,700; anumerton.com
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SAAT PHOOL
BRACELET
BY ANU MERTON

# T R E N D I N G INDIAN PRINTS

HOMESPUN TREASURES
Seven vibrant indigenous prints from India’s ethnic bounty that are absolute essentials for every wardrobe.
By AAKRITI JASWANT

COLOURFUL KALAMKARI
This vibrant pattern refers to the ancient style
of hand painting onto cloth with a tamarind
pen (kalam), using only natural materials that
lend it a soft, earthy hue. This technique was
born out of the art of storytelling and some of
its most popular motifs include depictions of
divine characters from the epics, Ramayana
and Mahabharata.

THE ART OF AJRAKH
KASAVU DIARIES
Simple and elegant, this design style comes
from Kerala and adorns outfits worn by the
Malayali community during important cultural
occasions. The word ‘kasavu’ refers to the
golden zari used on the border of the off-white
Kerala sari or mundu (dhoti). While, originally,
the borders were made from golden threads,
today, other colours like red and orange have
been added to the mix.
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With roots in Sindh, Gujarat, and Rajasthan,
this hand block resist-printing technique is
one of the oldest and most complicated in
India. Not only does it allow the absorption
of the dye only in the required areas of
the fabric, but the dye also seeps through
the cloth so that the front and back are
identical! Traditionally, the print appears in
four natural colours—red, blue, black, and
white—which are used to produce floral and
geometric patterns.

C LO CKWI S E F RO M TO P: Ya s hi c a C rea t i on s / S h utte rsto c k C h ira la ; Ya s h ic a Crea t io ns C hi ra la / Sh u tterstoc k/ D Vec tor Art/ Sh u tterstoc k; San th os h Vargh ese/ Sh u tterstoc k

DABU DREAMS
Originating in the town of Akola in
Rajasthan, Dabu is a very popular,
age-old hand-block printing
technique, used widely by Indian and
international designers. Ingredients
like mud, gum, lime, and wheat chaff
are combined to make a mudresistant paste; a wooden block is
dipped into this and pressed onto
the fabric. The print mostly uses
nature-inspired motifs like leaves,
cornstalks, and animal figures.

# T R E N D I N G INDIAN PRINTS

NAGA WEAVES

AN EYE FOR IKAT
This immensely popular textile pattern is
produced by binding individual yarns that are then
resist-dyed. A characteristic feature of ikat is the
presence of a ‘blurriness’ in its design. Widely seen
on traditional apparel, the motif can, today, also
be found on contemporary clothing like jumpsuits,
dresses, scarves, blazers, and more.

BANDHANI MAGIC
Highly recognisable, this tie-dye print dates back to the Indus Valley Civilisation!
Stemming from the word ‘bandh’ (to tie), the technique employs tying the fabric
tightly with a thread to create a specific pattern—signature motifs include dots,
squares, and waves—and then dyeing it. The famous Bandhani sari, produced
mainly in Gujarat and Rajasthan, is a much sought-after addition to the closet.
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Marked by bold colours
and a distinctive design,
these traditional garments,
known as Chakheshang
shawls, worn by its
eponymous tribe, is the
only textile from the state
to be conferred with the
Geographical Indications
(GI) Registration by
the Indian government.
Red and black wool are
mainly used to create
mesmerising weaves, while
a white stripe narrates
ancestral stories of
bravery, hardship, and life.

# T R E N D I N G GLOBAL INDIAN APPS

DESI TECH MAESTROS
Check out the most popular global Indian applications making life easier for people around the world.
By AAKRITI JASWANT

DECK
A business productivity software allowing nondesigners to create impactful presentations,
effortlessly! Set up by Sumanth Raghavendra,
Kaushal Cavale, and Ravi Kasthuri, it converts
data into powerful, design-adaptive decks and
slides for effective work pitches. deck.in
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SIGNEASY
The brainchild of Sunil Patro, an IITian and
ex-Microsoft employee, this app lets you safely
sign documents digitally from anywhere in the
world. Boasting enterprise-grade security, it
adheres to all compliance practices, and helps
reduce paperwork, simplify workflow, and
improve professional efficiency. signeasy.com
PAYTM
A popular, pioneering online payment gateway
in India, now operating in Canada and Japan,
as well. Perfect for making all kinds of secure
and fast UPI payments, ranging from mobile
recharges and grocery shopping to booking
movie and flight tickets. paytm.com

LINKEDIN PULSE
Founded by Ankit Gupta and Akshay Kothari,
Pulse was acquired by LinkedIn for a whopping
US$90 million. The app acts as a professional
publishing platform where creators and editors
can share their content for consumers to follow
the latest business news and insights.
linkedin.com

A l l i m a ges cou rtesy of res p e c t i ve b ra nd s

VUCLIP
Founded by Nickhil Jakatdar, this app provides
mobile video-on-demand (VOD) services in India,
UAE, and Indonesia. Subscribers can watch
movies, sports, and shows in over 20 languages
on the platform. Their Dynamic Adaptive
Transcoding technology delivers high-quality
video content, without buffering! vuclip.com

# T R E N D I N G HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS

A WORLD OF INDULGENCE

Immerse yourself in warm Indian hospitality as we bring you two new properties creating
quite the buzz with their generously plush offerings. By AAKRITI JASWANT

HYATT REGENCY DEHRADUN
Nestled in the foothills of Mussoorie and
surrounded by the majestic splendour of the
Himalayas, Hyatt Regency Dehradun marks the
hotel chain’s foray into mountainous Uttarakhand.
Spread across 4.25 acres, the plush urban resort
presents an idyllic natural setting designed to

offer a relaxing, rejuvenating stay to both leisure
tourists and business travellers. Boasting an
aesthetic blend of contemporary architecture
and earthy tones, the luxe property features
263 beautifully appointed rooms, including
24 suites offering breathtaking views of the
mountains and the Malsi Forest; it also houses

24 interconnected room sets that are ideal
for groups and families. From a feast for the
eyes to a feast for the palate, the hotel’s dining
options showcase a varied menu, where locally
sourced ingredients meet global flavours in an
appetising treat. While the rooftop restaurant,
Beyul, presents delectable North Indian and
Tibetan delicacies, the multi-cuisine Range offers
world fare along with stunning vistas. Unwind
under a starlit sky at the Sky Pool Bar & Deck,
which serves grill preparations and cocktails; for
an exciting range of beverages, head to the chic
Malt Bar for its hand-picked selection of ‘world
whiskies’. Appetites satiated, it’s time for some
indulgent pampering at the luxurious spa, or try
outdoor meditation and yoga sessions at the
StayFit Studio. For those seeking destinationbased adventures, the hotel organises food trails
and guided hikes, as well as a range of activities
for the little ones through their signature kids’
programme, Camp Hyatt. hyatt.com

As the Cannes Film Festival’s official food
partner, Cosy Box now brings the French
town’s magic to India’s capital city. Seasoned
restaurateurs Akshay Anand and Aashish
Begwani have teamed up with the restaurant’s
founder Jean-Bernard Fernandez-Versini to
serve up an exciting, redefined culinary and
nightlife experience in New Delhi’s One Golden
Mile district. Spread across 7,500 square feet,
the restaurant is an ode to the city’s regal roots,
drawing on themes of glamourous extravagance.
Here, guests can get ‘cosy’ amidst glossy marble,
chrome accents, rose archways, plush seating,
and a slick, modern bar. Moreover, the versatile
food menu—featuring Mediterranean, European,
and modern Indian cuisines—more than lives
up to the eatery’s international reputation.
The succulent Turkish lamb Urfa is a must-try
highlight! Light, fresh lunches, revelrous nights,
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Japanese open-fire robata grills, and a Turkish
flambé trolley are just some of the delights on
offer! For intimate conversations, guests can
choose the Cosy Pavilion, where a ‘white-glove’
experience comprising endless servings of
wine and Cuban cigars awaits the discerning
audience. The restaurant also flaunts a massive
terrace space that’s perfect for large gatherings.
Sundowners here are truly an enchanting affair!
Netaji Nagar Musical Fountain and Nature Park,
Block B 3, New Delhi; +91 8375939495

F RO M TO P : I m a ges cou rtesy of res p e c t i ve p ro p e rt ies

COSY BOX DELHI

# T R E N D I N G THE CELEB DIARY

ALL THE
WORLD’S
A STAGE
Actor Ali Fazal straddles
the worlds of Indian and
international cinema with
artistic panache. We chat
with him about his
preparation for roles,
upcoming projects, and
what Indian actors bring
to global screens.
By ANANYA BAHL

A Rising Star
I’d say it was more of a ‘falling’! I fell in a
basketball match and couldn’t play the
sport anymore. So, I started debating in
school and took to the stage. I discovered
this experience held so much power,
empathy, and compassion. I had a lot of fun
being on stage and having control over the
audience’s emotions—it was captivating
and empowering at the same time. I
suppose it was the day I performed in a
stage adaptation of Shakespeare’s The
Tempest at school that the seed of acting
was sown! It gave me confidence and
I haven’t looked back since.
Reaching Hollywood and Beyond…
It happened by chance. A friend of a friend
was visiting India. She worked as an agent
for Warner Bros. They weren’t casting here,
but I said I’d like to try the accent of a Middle
Eastern man for Furious 7. The audition was
quite dramatic. I was in Mussoorie without
electricity. A friend of mine rode up from
Dehradun to help me record it on my phone!
I was selected the next week. Then, Victoria
& Abdul happened. That was another
audition tape I recorded on my phone!
The Indian Effect
The fact that we have a diverse culture that
comprises people from all walks of life is a
huge advantage. So, when you say ‘Indian’,
there’s immense variety already, and that’s
a great investment for a foreign film.You can
have someone from North India playing a
specific part and then you have, for instance,
Dhanush, a South Indian star, acting in a
Russo Brothers film. We can fit everywhere,
and it’s the change the world is looking
forward to now. A change that began with
Black Panther and Crazy Rich Asians. Long
before these movies, there was Riz Ahmed.
He has done a lot to break stereotypes when
it comes to casting South Asians and has
gone on to achieve so much creatively.
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morning, he received seven Academy
Awards nominations for the movie!
Memorable Moments
Russell Brand is hilarious but also one of the
most spiritual men I’ve ever met. He gifted
me a beautiful book on mindfulness and
meditation. I never expected him to be so
centred and learnt a lot from him. Gal Gadot
is very sweet. We all even went out for my
birthday while filming Death on the Nile.
Filming the movie was also great fun as we
wore fancy costumes from the 1930s.

Indian vs International Cinema
In my case, filmmaking in India has so far
been confined to the Hindi film industry,
which caters primarily to a specific target
audience. Conversely, every international
film I’ve done—and I’m blessed that they’ve
all been big studio films—caters to the
world. Even Death on the Nile made the
foreign equivalent of `600 crores. The
economies are different. The rules of
payments, unions, contracts—everything is
a little more methodical internationally.
However, big productions in India are
gaining momentum and making better
stories for wider audiences.
Preparing for Abdul…
I chose not to read the book on which the
movie is based. I lied to everyone, telling
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them that I did. It was different from the
screenplay. For a month and a half, I locked
myself up in my hotel in London, just
emerging for my costume trials, and I read
about 10 books on history from the last 200
years—about the British rule in India, how
the Industrial Revolution affected the
Victorian Age, and about this man, Abdul,
who doesn’t have any historical record
except for four photographs. We had to
gather evidence and calculate things from
those pictures. Then, we found some of his
letters. It was a whole lot of reading. More
than I had even done at school! But it
helped. To this day, I’m stuck with Abdul.
My handwriting has become like his—I write
some letters in the same manner. That
happens with every part I play. A part of
you chips away and that character gets
ingrained in you for the rest of your life.
Working with Kenneth Branagh
He was the captain of the ship and led us all
the way, while acting and directing. He’s a
fine writer, too. In fact, the day before the
premiere, I was chatting with him at the
British Museum, randomly talking to him
about writing. He gave me advice based on
how he wrote Belfast and literally the next

Wish List Directors
I recently shot with Vishal Bhardwaj and
that was a dream come true. Abroad, I want
to be directed by Martin Scorsese and
Christopher Nolan.
Travel Fiesta
I love Kerala! Abroad, I haven’t been to
Europe much—I would like to go to Croatia.
My friend recently went to Seychelles for
his honeymoon, and I feel like it’s calling
out to me!
Upcoming Releases
There’s Khufiya with Tabu, directed by
Vishal Bhardwaj. Then, an action film
directed by Ric Roman Waugh, Kandahar,
alongside Gerard Butler. In the OTT series
segment, I’m currently shooting for the
upcoming season of Mirzapur. There’s a
lot in the pipeline and I can’t wait to bring
it to the audience!

I m a ge co ur tesy of IM D B

A Sense of Responsibility
It feels great to represent India on the world
stage. Death on the Nile had a very diverse
cast with renowned actors from Israel, the
USA, the UK, and Belgium. I felt very cool
representing India on set in this franchise
movie. Victoria & Abdul especially was a
huge responsibility, since it was about an
unsung Indian hero who got lost in history.

My Biggest Challenge
I haven’t played that character yet.
Physically, I would say Mirzapur was and is
tough. All actors look for challenges. I love
the unpredictability of characters and the
comprehension behind the fact that I can’t
do it alone. That I need the help of the
costume department, director, writers for
punctuations, and technicians to bring my
character to life.

L U X E P I C K S FASHION & BEAUTY

STYLE FILE

VICTORINOX I.N.O.X.
PROFESSIONAL DIVER LE

Indian and international fashion and beauty
brands to make you look and feel your best.

Enjoy ocean-inspired hues on
your wrist with this brand-new
ISO 6425 certified diving watch
promising style and stability
on submerged expeditions. It
offers water resistance up to
200 meters, anti-magnetism
protection, and easy readability
in the deepest spots. Limited to
just 1,200 pieces, it comes with
a Spartan PS Swiss Army Knife.
`1,05,100; victorinox.com

By ANANYA BAHL

WATERMARK-PRINTED MENʼS SHIRT
BY THE HOUSE OF RARE
This shirt is a glorious example of how good florals look
on men. Flaunting a slim fit, the tailored shirt features a
contemporary print in muted hues thatʼs as perfect for a
casual day at the office as it is for a post-work dinner outing.
To top it all, its cotton satin material conveys true comfort.
`3,499; thehouseofrare.com

BEET TINT BY ILANATM
With ʻskincare powered makeupʼ at the core of their
offerings, this brand presents a nature-inspired
version of the classic flushed look. Enjoy a rosy
blush on your lips and cheeks with this water-based
formula that gets its natural colour from beetroot
juice. Perfect for a dinner date or weekend brunch!
`699; ilana.shop

DʼYOU IN MY
DEFENCE
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Emerge as a vision in ivory white as you slip into this chic and comfortable maxi
dress with boho vibes. A floral screen print accentuates its effortless elegance
while the gathers detailing, V-neck design, and balloon sleeves provide subtle
glamour. Wear it for a fun shopping jaunt or to the beach.
`7,700; perniaspopupshop.com

Crafted with Banarasi silk,
this exquisite potli purse
features warm shades
of pink embellished with
shimmery, reflective cutdana
(bugle beads) and finely
embroidered zari. Perfect for
traditional celebrations, it also
has a charming crystal fringe,
gold thread drawstrings, and
playful tassels. A gorgeous
arm candy thatʼs sure to get
you compliments!
`4,499; theamyrastore.com

ALMOND SHOWER OIL
BY LʼOCCITANE

A l l i m a ges cou rtesy of res pe c t i ve b ra nd s

IVORY SCREEN PRINTED BOHO DRESS BY KHARA KAPAS

Bringing South Korean
beauty secrets to India
in an indie avatar, this
moisturiser works for all
skin types and is apt for our
countryʼs varied weather
conditions. True to its name,
the creamʼs patented
ʻ5 ceramide blendʼ defends
and nourishes your skin,
giving it that perfect glow.
Vegan and cruelty-free.
`3,500; dyou.co

PINK SHIBORI BUCKET
BAG BY AMYRA®

This award-winning product is
a bestseller and for all the right
reasons. With the consistency
of a beauty oil, it morphs into an
indulgent, lusciously foamy wash
as soon as it encounters water! The
gorgeous golden, honey-like texture
ensures a luxurious bath resulting
in velvety-soft, fragrant skin. Sheer
bliss.
`2,200; in.loccitane.com
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HOME
IMPROVEMENT

TIARA TRIPOD FLOOR LAMP
BY DTALE MODERN
Illuminate your home or office with this elegant
lamp featuring a white Raffia drum shade and
tripod legs crafted from beech wood in an antique,
light-brown finish. It gives a sophisticated feel to
your space and offers the perfect glow for a cosy
reading session at night.
`22,080; dtalemodern.com

Stylish inspiration from hand-picked Indian
brands to spruce up your abode.
By ANANYA BAHL

AUTUMN VIBES DEEP DINNER PLATE
BY TERRAVIDA GOA
Savour a delicious meal on this plate thatʼs fashioned
using Goaʼs traditional ceramic pottery technique.
Swathed in a muted shade of jade green and adorned
with an emblem resembling autumnʼs fallen leaves,
it contributes to an earthy, warm, and cosy dining
ambience. A gorgeous piece of cutlery for a tasty time!
`1,495; terravida.in

CYPRESS SUNSET
BLOCKPRINT SHEER CURTAIN
BY HOUSE OF EKAM

GREEN OVAL POT BY MORA TAARA
Designed specifically for indoor spaces, this oval planter boasts a
hammered green effect on a rustic gold finish. Subtle yet striking, it
has a wide mouth for elongated pots to fit inside. This green piece of
décor will contribute pleasantly to the tranquillity of your space.
`4,990; morataara.com
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This exquisite table duo, made
of mild steel with a golden
finish, adds great panache to a
living room. Sold as a set of two,
each table flaunts a geometric
silhouette with an airy base to
reflect its space-saving design
concept. Perfect for serving
drinks or nibbles, itʼs a great
party addition thatʼs both
minimalist and glam!
`7,992; claymint.com

BLOOM
BY GLASS FOREST

A l l i m a ges co ur tesy of res pe c t i ve bra n d s

Sink into this plush armchair, upholstered with Borneo
ikat fabric in shades of blue and white. This standout piece
holds its own in a minimalist room while also enhancing a
modern space. Pair it with an ottoman for absolute comfort!
`57,500; cottonsandsatins.com

LUGO NESTING TABLE
SET OF 2
BY CLAYMINT

A l l i m a ges co ur tesy of res pe c t i ve bra n d s

BUNGALOW ARMCHAIR BY
COTTONS AND SATINS

Enjoy the refreshing summer breeze
while basking in the shade of these flowy,
handmade, cotton curtains boasting a
classic cypress print in sunset colours. The
sheer look ensures just the right amount
of sunlight seeps in. Available in window,
door, and long-door curtain options.
`1,550; houseofekam.com

The remnants of winter merge
into inviting summer in this
stunning installation. Presenting
a dreamy garden scape, it
comprises hand-blown glass
petals with mirror polished
and lacquered stainless-steel
centres. Showcase it as wall
décor or a chandelier.
Price on request;
glass-forest.com

LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
HAVELI WINDOW
BY IKKA DUKKA
Uncover enchanting stories of magnificent,
old-world homes with this heritage window,
once the gateway to a haveli in the desert
of North India. This solid wood piece,
resembling a Mughal painting, features
figures holding welcome garlands. A striking
centrepiece for a grand living room.
`82,500; ikkadukka.com
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NEW WHEELS: THE FAMILY EDIT

THE ULTIMATE SPLURGE

This month we’re looking at the best, most family-friendly new releases in the Indian automotive space.
So, get driving and make your upcoming road trip the most memorable yet!

AUDI Q7
The sheer good looks of the Q7—Audi’s flagship, uber-luxury
SUV—need no introduction. The latest version of this amazing car
boasts a top speed of 250 kmph and is powered by 340 horsepower,
promising a 0 to 100 kmph sprint in just under 6 seconds. We are
huge fans of Audi’s stylised cabins and the new Q7 is a breeze for
those family drives thanks to its multi-zone air conditioner, ambient
lighting, plush leather upholstery, and more. Signature features like
the Audi Virtual Cockpit and the Audi Drive Select are our favourites
in this SUV, which comes with the quattro all-wheel drive. We tested
the Q7 through Mumbai’s crowded streets and on rough countryside
roads, and the Audi’s suspension never fails to impress.
Price: `82.48 to 89.89 lakhs; audi.in

By RIAAN JACOB GEORGE

A LUXURY CLASSIC

MERCEDES-BENZ C-CLASS
Whether navigating through Mumbai and Pune’s crowded streets or gliding along the
expressway on a test drive, the Mercedes-Benz ‘new’ C-Class sedan had us raving. Referred to
as the ‘Baby S-Class’, we caught many design and tech elements that are common between the
S-Class and the new C-Class. The latter, for instance, features the MBUX infotainment system,
a gorgeous 11.9-inch touchscreen display (our favourite part in the cabin), and visible sporty
lines on the exterior. The cabin’s massive upgrade notwithstanding, this flagship product is both
a driver’s and a backseat passenger’s car. The new engines enhance the drive quality, while its
on-road appearance will appeal to families looking for a plush ride.
Price: `55 to 61 lakhs; mercedes-benz.co.in

AN AFFORDABLE CHOICE

CITROÊN C3
Très chic! That’s how we’d describe the C3. With its focus on design
and affordable customisation, the French manufacturer’s latest
release is expected to make quite the splash in its segment. We
test drove the C3’s turbo version in Goa and it scored well on many
fronts: a stylised exterior, on-point suspension, and excellent
high-ground clearance. The car is a breeze to handle, and while
the interiors are basic and fuss-free, the C3 boasts a competent
infotainment system, an extremely well-designed cabin, and an
awesome ride quality. Available in a host of pop colour combinations:
polar white, zesty orange, and platinum grey. Perfect for a small
urban family, we’d say! Price: `5.50 to 7.50 lakhs; citroen.in

A SLICK SEDAN

TATA PUNCH

VOLKSWAGEN VIRTUS

This home-grown SUV has captured hearts across the country with
its good looks and best-in-class creature comforts. For starters,
the exteriors of the Tata Punch are striking with defined lines, roof
rails, and the unmistakable LED daylight running lamps (DRLs)
and LED tail lamps that give it an amazing road presence. What
catches our eye, however, is the spacious cabin, with just the right
accents of dark hues and bright colours. The infotainment system is
well-designed, with smooth smartphone integration and a Harman
touchscreen. The 5-speed AMT, with an enhanced traction mode, will
take you from city roads to difficult terrains effortlessly. We also love
the automatic climate control, keyless start-stop, and spacious back
seats, which lend themselves well to a family.
Price: `5.83 to 9.49 lakhs; tatamotors.com
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THE HOME-GROWN PICK

The latest release from Volkswagen, the Virtus is possibly the
most talked about mid-size sedan in India this year. Considered
to be the longest car in its segment, it stands out with its stylised
exteriors and, of course, a highly effective performance-driven
engine, which is a Volkswagen signature, thanks to the carmaker’s
award-winning TSI technology. We envision this as an immensely
popular sedan for city families given that it is packed with several
technology and entertainment features, including a massive digital
cockpit, a responsive and friendly user interface on the 25.65-cm
touchscreen infotainment system, and more. The car also comes
with keyless entry and start, six airbags, and more than 40 safety
features! What more can one ask for when travelling with family?
Price: `11.22 to 17.92 lakhs; volkswagen.co.in
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YOUR GO-TO GUIDE FOR OFFBEAT ITINERARIES

The Six Indias
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We handpick six spectacularly distinctive regions showcasing the geographical diversity of our vast nation.

PICTURESQUE PLAINS
Punjab gets its name
from the five tributaries
of the Indus River
running through it. The
state’s sugarcane and
mustard fields express
the agricultural richness
of this region.

DECCAN DREAMS
The dry, rocky terrain
of the Deccan Plateau
lies between the Arabian
Sea and Bay of Bengal.
Maharashtra sits within
this area, through which
flow the Godavari and
Krishna Rivers.

IDYLLIC ISLANDS
The Andaman and
Nicobar Islands are
tropical havens of palmfringed beaches, white
sands, and blue waters.
These scenic isles offer
nature-themed escapes
with a dose of history.

DESERT CHRONICLES
Gujarat’s Rann of Kutch
is a 7,500-squarekilometre salt marsh in
the Thar Desert. One of
the largest in the world,
its haunting beauty and
surreal expanse has
awed visitors for years.

COASTAL PLAINS
Kerala’s Malabar Coast
runs along India’s
southwest boundary,
and flaunts the pretty
beaches of Bekal and
Beypore. The region was
Vasco da Gama’s first
port of call in 1498!

THE GREAT HIMALAYAN RANGE
Sitting in the lap of the mighty Himalayas, Himachal
Pradesh personifies natural beauty. Meandering rivers,
icy glaciers, and the gorgeous valleys of Spiti and Chamba
shimmer against the mesmerising backdrop of a majestic
mountain range. Truly awe-inspiring!
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MAKING
A HEAD
START

Government and private companies realise the
economic benefits of investing in start-ups.

There’s no doubt about it.
With growing digitisation, large
talent pools, and government
support, India’s Start-up Inc.
has a great future. We look at
all the exciting developments
in this dynamic marketplace.

Habiba Yusuf, a 29-year-old
graduate with a Masters degree in
Communications, is one of them.
For the last six years, she has been
working exclusively with start-ups,
including an ad agency, a retail brand,
and is currently employed with a
travel agency. It’s a decision she has
found satisfying, both professionally
and financially.
Experts believe there are several
factors working towards India’s
Start-up Inc’s potential for growth
in the coming years. These include
great domestic market opportunities,
growing investment and technology
infrastructure, inexpensive Internet,
a large pool of trained and talented
candidates, the push towards
digitisation, start-up-friendly
government policies, and motivation
from business success stories.
“Business has always been in
India’s DNA, which has now taken
the shape of start-ups,” says venture
capitalist Alka Goel. The success of
companies such as boAt, Xpressbees,
Nykaa, BYJU’s, and many more have
provided aspiration value for middleclass India to create newer enterprises.

THE FIRST SEASON OF SONY TV’S
Shark Tank India, a reality business
show, got 85,000-plus applications
from start-ups across India. Following
its success, the channel is already
conducting auditions for its second
season, scheduled to start and end
this year, making this its second
showcase in 2022. Let’s just say it’s
very rare for an Indian reality show to
produce two seasons in a single year.
The triumph of this series is
a clear indicator of the start-ups
hub that India has become and
the promise it holds. According to
the Economic Survey 2021-22, the
Indian government recognised over
14,000 new start-ups in the given
year against 733 in 2016-17. Today,
we have more than 61,400 recognised
start-ups with 83 unicorns (a privately
held start-up company valued at
over US$1 billion) employing several
thousands of people.
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By RIDDHI DOSHI

With a booming Indian market, more and more
start-ups are joining the race to succeed.

GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE
IMPETUS
According to Rachit Chawla, founder
and CEO of Finway FSC, a fintech

company for loans and financial
investments, there are several benefits
of running a start-up in India. As
part of the Startup India Action
Plan, the Government of India has
set up a `10,000-crore fund to help
new businesses with venture capital.
It also lists patent and trademark
facilitators who can help start-ups
with quality intellectual property
rights services. The government
bears the facilitator’s cost, and
the start-ups pay statutory fees,
thereby getting 80 per cent cost
reduction while filing for a patent.
This, undoubtedly, serves as a major
incentive for most young businesses
for whom financial issues can often
play a make-or-break role.
Large commercial players such
as TATA and Reliance have also
realised the potential of funding
start-ups. “It has become a new
investment asset of the rich and
traditional corporate houses, which
is propelling the growth of India’s
start-up sector,” says Abhishek
Gupta, an investment professional
at ADV Partners, an Asian private
equity firm.
Not surprisingly, with such
impactful support, start-ups,
big and small, across sectors, are
reaping the benefits, paving the way
for more businesses to take root.
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THE PUSH TOWARDS DIGITISATION
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The fast-growing, clean cosmetics brand
Kiro and its founder Vasundhara Patni.

AN EXCITING MARKETPLACE
With such optimism in the market,
there’s no dearth of success stories to
be seen all around. The Baker’s Dozen,
a direct-to-consumer bakery brand,
was established in 2013 by husbandwife duo Sneh Jain and Aditi Handa.
Bootstrapped thus far, it recently
received an investment of `35 crore
in a mix of equity and debt from Fire
Side Ventures, a firm that invests in
early-stage consumer brand startups. The couple started their venture
with four bakers, delivering only in
Mumbai. They now supply to 30
cities across India through their stores
and major e-commerce platforms.
The game changer for them was the
‘Modified Atmosphere Packaging’
technology, which increases the shelf
life of perishable products, helping
them deliver their goods far and wide.
“India is an exciting marketplace
because it has all kinds of consumers
with different tastes and preferences.

You need to find the right fit for your
product,” says Jain.
Ajai Thandi, one of the three
co-founders of Sleepy Owl Coffee, a
start-up established in 2016, agrees.
“The new-age, young Indian consumer
is willing to pay a premium for good
quality products that add value to their
life, which paints a promising future
for start-ups in the country.”
And this boom is not restricted to
just the metros. Thanks to growing
exposure driven by the Internet and
ample logistics companies, catering
to markets beyond the big cities has
become easier, too, especially with
Tier-II and Tier-III towns growing
as substantial target groups. “There
is a huge, untapped market in these
smaller cities. Women here want and
are willing to pay for good quality
products,” says Vasundhara Patni,
founder of Kiro, a cosmetics brand.
According to Jain, if a start-up has
a solid product, sustainable business

A range of Sleepy Owl Coffee
products and its three founders.

model, and growth potential, there is
immense scope for expansion.

THE BIG GUNS
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The post-Covid-19 era brought several
changes in its wake. Among them was
the giant rush towards digitisation by
a wide range of businesses forced to
take a fresh approach in this period
of lockdowns, be it going online for
groceries, medicines, fitness sessions,
as well as cooking and art classes,
and so much more. However, the race
towards digitisation had started well
before the pandemic, propelled to a
certain extent by the country’s Digital
India initiative, which was launched
in 2015. For instance, the growing
sports coaching and dance academies,
both online and offline, gave birth
to Statistical Analysis System-based
start-up SpynPRO in 2018. The firm
offers a management app to coaches
and trainers to organise and regulate
attendance, fee reminders, growth
trajectory, and much more. “Post
the Covid-19 pandemic, people have
become more accepting of digital
solutions, even those who relied on
manpower earlier. That’s a big plus
for us,” says Sudarshan Karnavat,
co-founder of SpynPRO.
As per a report by RedSeer, India’s
consumer digital economy, recorded
at US$85-90 billion in 2020, is
expected to evolve into a US$800
billion market by 2030. “Over the
last one decade, entrepreneurs have
dedicated themselves to solve the
specific needs and pain areas of Indian
consumers. Today, more than 50 per
cent customers say they use online
services because of convenience,” said
Anil Kumar, CEO of RedSeer. In its
report, ‘Digital India: Technology
to Transform a Connected Nation’,
McKinsey Global Institute promises
an even more optimistic growth of
US$1 trillion by 2025!

It’s no secret that India’s big cities
are also the biggest players in this
market. Bengaluru, Hyderabad, New
Delhi, Gurgaon, Pune, and Mumbai
are producing more start-ups than
other cities or regions in the country.
“Bengaluru especially has been the
hub of technical and analytical firms,
mostly because it creates a perfect
amalgamation of the corporate lifestyle
and vibrant social life to provide a
good business network,” says Chawla.
New Delhi, by virtue of being
the capital city, facilitates various
entrepreneurial meetups and
conferences, hugely benefiting
the start-up ecosystem, especially
in the NCR region. Hyderabad,
India’s second-largest IT hub, home
to Google and the country’s first
IKEA, is also becoming increasingly

popular, thanks to a steep rise in
foreign investment that the city has
been receiving consistently over
the past few years. The support of
the state government in organising
conferences, hackathons, and
development centres has also been
encouraging for entrepreneurs there.

THE CHALLENGES AHEAD
The future may be bright, but that’s
not to say there aren’t obstacles to
overcome. “Almost 80 to 90 per cent
of start-ups in the country fail within
the first five years. Reasons for this
include lack of innovation, limited
funds, inadequate product-market fit,
and leadership gaps. The valuation
of unicorns in India is around 4.7 per
cent as compared to major economies
like the USA (63.3 per cent) and
China (21.7 per cent),” informs Chawla.
Other challenges include changing
government regulations and often
difficult-to-navigate red tape.

Baked treats by The Bakerʼs
Dozen, and its founder Sneh Jain.

Despite these pitfalls, the future is
promising as the Indian market has
a lot of untapped potential, especially
in the B2B and fintech sectors. It’s
also the reason many IT and finance
experts who had initially moved
abroad are returning to India. In fact,
if you have a dream and the drive to
succeed, this is possibly the best time
to be an entrepreneur in India!

A NUMBERS GAME
Shark Tank India selected 198
businesses to pitch to founders
of leading Indian start-ups, also
known as ʻsharksʼ. Those chosen
ranged across a spectrum of
industries like gaming, food and
beverage, beauty, and fintech.
Out of the 198 that made the cut,
67 businesses received a total
funding of a whopping `42 crores!
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SMALL TOWNS,
BIG EXPERIENCES
Local, home-grown, regional—never have these terms meant as much as they have over the past few years.
What started as just another trend is fast becoming a way of living. And travelling. As vacationers seek
small towns offering fun, memorable adventures, we put forth our selection of destinations that present
picturesque vistas and special experiences for a holiday of a lifetime.

From left to right:
The beautiful
Spiegelrei canal
winds through the
pretty town of
Brugge, Belgium;
A snowy path
leading into the
forest in Seefeld,
Austria.
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Brugge, Belgium
If you believe in fairy tales, then this town is
perfect for you. Brugge, also known as Bruges,
is a 15th-century town in the north of Belgium
that still retains its quaint medieval charm. Its
historic town centre, with gabled townhouses,
Romanesque bridges, Gothic cathedrals, and a
colourful market square, is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, drawing history lovers from
across the world. The most striking feature in
Brugge, however, is the canals. First built in
the 1200s to connect the town to the North
Sea for trade purposes, they are the secret
keepers of the city’s interesting past. You can
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choose to walk or cycle around the town,
but a boat ride on its meandering canals is
the quintessential way to witness Brugge.
Hire a private boat for a romantic evening
with a loved one and add some flavour to
the affair with an exquisite dining experience,
or hop on to a tour with a jolly boatman
regaling you with tales of the city. Either
way, you are guaranteed an entertaining
ride into history.

Seefeld, Austria
Think Austria and you automatically picture
historical cities like Vienna and Salzburg. But
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by ANUBHUTI KRISHNA

did you know that the country is home to one
of the world’s prettiest skiing destinations?
The small alpine town of Seefeld, located in
the Tyrol region, was once a fishing village;
today, it is the leading cross-country skiing
destination across the globe. In fact, it hosted
all the cross-country skiing events of the 1964
and 1976 Winter Olympics and continues to
host skiing championships.
While the pristine snow and perfectly laid
out skiing and tobogganing trails here are
ideal for honing your winter sporting skills. In
summer, you can participate in scenic walks,
hikes, and mountain biking and riding tours
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picturesque beaches—the long, secluded
coastlines with soft, white sands, transparent
waters, and scenic stretches are perfect for
romantic strolls, sunbathing, picnicking, or just
reading a book by the soothing waves.
in and around Seefeld. Hiking not your thing?
Not to worry. Dive into any of the
city’s many Olympic-sized pools and lakes
(yes, they are two different spaces!)—some
indoor and others overlooking majestic
mountains in all their scenic glory. Luxury
seekers will not be disappointed either as
Seefeld boasts Austria’s most lavish casinos
and spas right in the heart of the city. Now
that’s a complete destination!

Yogyakarta, Indonesia
If you love heritage, you will love Yogyakarta.
If you do not, it will make you fall in love
with it! Far from the touristy din of Bali,
nestled on the lush island of Java, Yogyakarta
is perfect for a quiet yet fulfilling holiday.
While the city offers numerous cultural
experiences like visits to local temples, royal
palaces, batik centres, puppet shows, and
musical performances, it is the early morning
tour to the 9th-century Borobudur Temple
complex that is most coveted. Located just
an hour’s drive outside the city, the stunning
Buddhist pagoda comes to life as the golden
rays of the sun rising from behind the Mount
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Byron Bay, Australia

Merapi volcano illuminate its stupas and
statues. The Prambanan Temple complex
is a great place to watch the traditional
Indonesian Ramayana ballet enacted in its
foreground every evening. Make sure you
catch this stimulating visual treat.

Agatti and Bangaram Islands, India
Located off the coast of Cochin, Agatti Island
in Lakshadweep is an unspoiled paradise. The
small island-town boasts the only airstrip in
Lakshadweep and offers the most beautiful
landing and take-off experiences overlooking
pristine lagoons and the Arabian Sea.
Nearby, Bangaram is another scenic, secluded
escape, perfect for honeymooning couples.
Interestingly, you can enter these islands only
with prior permits issued by the Lakshadweep
Administration, which also controls the number
of tourists here. With a wealth of marine life,
including a large coral reef, both islands present
an ideal location to enjoy scuba-diving and
snorkelling. Canoeing, waterskiing, paragliding,
and surfing are some other water sports that
are popular with travellers here. If, however,
you prefer leisure to sport, just head to their
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From left to right:
Majestic stupas
dot the compound
of the ancient
Borobudur Temple
in Yogyakarta,
Indonesia;
Idyllic shore of
Bangaram Island,
Lakshadweep;
Whale watching
along the coast
of Byron Bay in
Australia.

The eastern most point of the Australian
Mainland, Byron Bay is a hedonist’s delight
with luxe resorts, fine restaurants, upmarket
boutiques, and a thriving social scene. A few
years back, this pretty, little coastal town was
known mainly for its gorgeous beaches. Today,
this destination is also a great base for nature and
adventure trails. Venture into the hinterland to
trek, fish, bike, or hike in the dense Australian
rainforests, or opt for an aboriginal walk to learn
about the native history of the place. You can
also take a scenic stroll along a 3.7-kilometrelong walkway, enroute grasslands and beaches,
up the cliffs to the 120-year-old Cape Byron
Lighthouse—the view from here is stunning! The
town’s long stretch of beaches, with their crystalclear waters, however, attracts the most visitors.
While they offer several beach-sports options, we
suggest a unique activity—whale watching! Keep
a lookout for the humpback whales that migrate
to this region from May to November. Bobbing
on a boat in the vast blue waters, waiting for the
whales to show up, while witnessing Australia’s
grandeur of nature makes for a sublime outing.
This definitely is a must-not-miss activity!
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From left to right:
The Roman Bridge
spans across the
Guadalquivir River in
Córdoba, Spain;
Rolling green
landscape of Binsar
overlooking the
Himalayas;
A gushing waterfall is
a mesmerising sight
in Baños de Agua
Santa, Ecuador.

Córdoba, Spain
A small town located amidst olive and orange
plantations in southern Spain’s Andalusia
region, Córdoba was founded by Romans,
inhabited by Moors, and reconquered by
Catholics. Given its rich history, Córdoba is
home to monuments of many eras—imagine
ancient Roman temples rubbing shoulders
with medieval Moorish palaces and Catholic
churches! A stroll through Córdoba’s old town,
along its mystical streets and quiet lanes, is the
best way to discover private patios, community
courtyards, and cosy squares, perennially
overflowing with colourful flowers and plumporanges-laden trees. The city’s atmospheric
cafés, most of which are located inside heritage
buildings, are perfect for sampling local wines,
sangrias, and fresh tapas made of anchovies,
olives, peppers and jamón. Evenings here
are pleasant and offer a beautiful setting for
watching passionate flamenco performances
and listening to songs of love and longing.

Binsar, India
A sleepy little hamlet in the Kumaon Hills,
Binsar was once the summer capital of the
Chand Dynasty. Dotted with oak, pine, deodar,
and rhododendron trees, surrounded by pear,
apple, and apricot orchards, and inhabited by
simple mountain people, this beautiful town
could very well belong in a Ruskin Bond novel.
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Adding to its immense picturesque appeal
are the unhindered views of some of the most
famed Himalayan peaks, such as Chaukhamba,
Trishul, Nanda Devi, Shivling, and Panchachuli.
Given its remote location, you often find the
place to yourself, which is also the best thing
about it. When here, make sure to explore the
small yet popular temples in and around Binsar,
not only for their spiritual importance but also
their unique architectural style and historical
value. The Binsar Wildlife Sanctuary, which
is inhabited by hundreds of species of birds
(forktails, pheasants, magpies, eagles, and more)
and animals (leopards, wild boars, foxes, langurs,
red giant flying squirrels, among others) is a
must-visit—its dedicated walking track makes
for a great nature and animal spotting trail, at
the end of which, you can camp at the Kumaon
Mandal Vikas Nigam Jungle Lodge. Located in
the middle of the forest, atop a hill, the lodging
assures you an adventurous night laced with
calls of leopards and sightings of many wild
creatures you can never spot in daylight.

Baños de Agua Santa, Ecuador
This small town located at the edge of
Ecuador is a veritable paradise for nature
lovers. Surrounded by active volcanoes and
waterfalls, deep canyons and gorges, hills and
valleys, Baños de Agua Santa is a gateway to
the Amazon rainforest and boasts multiple,
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stunningly gorgeous nature trails and treks.
The town is also immensely popular for
adventure sports—you can choose from an
array of activities, including hiking, canoeing,
bungee jumping, mountain biking, and more.
Incidentally, Baños is a Spanish word that
literally translates to baths and owes its origin to
the many natural hot water baths found across
the town. These thermal pools are believed to
blessed with healing powers due to the volcanic
salts present in the water. They are also pretty
scenic: imagine looking at the sun going down
behind the Tungurahua volcano while enjoying
a therapeutic soak after a day of adventure!
You can choose the pool you want to dip in—
warm, warmer, or warmest—or try all of them
one by one. But be careful not to go to the
hottest one first else you may return with more
than just a tan!

SWINGING HIGH
The swing at the edge of the world is a unique attraction
at the outskirts of Baños de Agua Santa. Suspended over
a canyon, deep inside the Ecuadorian Andes, the wooden
planked swing offers views of the active Tungurahua
volcano and the lush valley around it. The swing was first
put up by a local volcano watcher for his family years ago
and has since become a tourist attraction in its own right.
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ADVERTORIAL

POWERFUL VASTU CORRECTIONS
WITHOUT ANY DEMOLITION
FOR INDUSTRIES, OFFICES AND HOUSES
Vastu Shankh yantra ‘ A divine gift from
The great Himalayan Saint,
Swami Murghanand Ji’

What is Vastu?

Awarded the ‘Best International Vastu Guru’ in Thailand
by Bollywood Queen Kangana Ranaut.

‘Awarded in Dubai as the Most Influential Vastu Expert
under 50 years of age’.

Vastu is protection against
unforeseen circumstances. It
is used to increase personal
energy in health, wealth and
relationships of a person

Internationally Renowned Vastu Expert Vimal Jhajharia, along with his son Vikas Jhajharia, has created a
revolution in the field of Vastu Shastra. Their expertise in providing ‘Vastu Remedies without Demolition’ has
earned them the faith and praise of millions of people in more than 40 countries across the globe.

Open only for you.
Complimentary ﬂight ticket
vouchers on joining or renewing your
AXIS BANK VISTARA Credit Card

Vimal Jhajharia and Vikas Jhajharia (MBA from Australia) have delivered many lectures, conducted workshops,
seminars and have widely travelled and provided consultancy on major projects already in operation without
any changes or modifications. They are currently providing consultancy in the USA, UK, Australia, Canada,
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, South Africa, UAE, and South America, among others.
Both of them have been felicitated several times for their outstanding knowledge on Vastu and have also won
several awards of national and international repute.
Here is an extract of an interview with them and their
client testimonials:
What exactly is your famous Vastu Shankha Yantra and
how cost-effective is it?
Based on the principles of Vastu, the Vastu Shankha
Yantra is an original conch shell used to potentially rectify
any kind of land, Vastu or energy defects without making
any modifications. It can potentially save a lot of time and
money as it is used to create positive energy in places
having major Vastu defects without changing the looks
and beauty of the place.
Does the Vastu Shankha Yantra really work for
prosperity in factories and industries?
Yes, we have a big list of successful clients including
businessmen, entrepreneurs, doctors, scientists,
professionals, architects, interior designers, etc giving
testimonials on our website. Endorsing the Vastu Shanka
Yantra is industrialist Sushil from New Delhi. He says,
“My son and I are running a factory but were not getting
the desired results. We came to know about Vimalji and

Give a missed call on 1800 419 1508

Vikasji through one of their articles in inflight magazines.
Upon showing them the factory, we immediately realised
our north was blocked and all the heavy machinery
was placed along the north wall. We then got the Vastu
Shankha yantras placed at certain places on Jhajhariaji’s
recommendation. Now, every new factory of ours is made
under their able guidance and we also recommend them
to all our friends and relatives.”
Can Vastu Shankha Yantra also help in selling a property?
Yes, we do a lot of Vastu correction for builders and
developers and also individuals whose properties have
been stuck for a long time and which are not getting sold
because of some or the other Vastu defect. Vouching for
success is Satish from Bangalore who was trying to sell
his four acres property for two years. When we saw the
property, we saw it had multiple corners and it was not a
proper rectangle or a square. We then positively charged
this property by placing our Vastu Shankha Yantras
in various corners to help correct the magnetic field of
the property and hence creating positive energy in the
atmosphere.

For Further Details Contact Mr. Vikas Jhajharia on +91 - 9839704470, +91 - 7388578888 and +91 - 6393744022
e-mail: enquiry@vastukalp.com Website: www.vastukalp.com
FB: www.facebook.com/Vastukalp; Instagram: Vastukalp_vikasjhajharia

What are the benefits of the
Vastu Shankha remedy?

In an office, it is used in the north to
increase money inflow. In a house,
it is used in the east direction for
better health and relationship
among family members.

E S C A P E
CHRONICLES OF IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES

THE GAMES WE PLAY
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Five indigenous sports of India that are a mix of flexibility and fervent competition.

MALLAKHAMBA

KALARIPAYATTU

In this ancient form of
gymnastics, participants
perform acrobatic feats on
a vertical pole, cane, or rope.
Traditionally, a rosewood
pole polished with castor
oil is used for these daring,
slippery acts.

Originating in Kerala, this is one of the oldest
martial arts in the world. It involves various
stages, including meipayattu (physical body
exercise) and valpayattu (sword fighting).
The art even has its own Ayurvedic system of
medicine. This thrilling sport is performed at
many local festivals.

KABADDI

A contact sport with two teams
of seven players each. The
aim is for a player to raid the
opposing team’s half of the
court, touch as many players as
possible, and return to one’s side
uncaught. All in a single breath!
KHO KHO

This traditional tag game is
played between two teams,
and requires agility and
cooperation skills. Hugely
popular in India, it was
demonstrated as a special
feature at the 1936 Berlin
Olympic Games.
KITE FLYING DUELS

Vibrant hues fill the skies as
friends duel with each other’s
kites during the festival of
Makar Sankranti. The intent
here is to entangle your kite
with your opponent’s and
skilfully cut through the
other’s kite string.
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Jaipuri Baby Aloo at
Colonel Saab, London.

GLOBAL FAN-‘FARE’
the ubiquitous or formulaic and represent
your cuisine unabashedly, the response and
acceptance will always be overwhelming.
The days of the tikka masala as being the
only representation of Indian food in the
West are now in the past. The West, and the
rest of the world for that matter, has woken
up to the depth, complexity, and downright
deliciousness that Indian food has to offer,”
says Chandra.

Indian food continues to take giant strides in its popularity on
international platforms. We find out why people the world over
just can’t seem to get enough of that desi flavour!
By BINDU GOPAL RAO

We Can(nes) Do It
India was the ‘Country of Honour’ at the
recently concluded 75th edition of the
Festival de Cannes. Chef Manu Chandra,
founder and partner of Single Thread
Catering (part of Manu Chandra Ventures),
was invited by the Indian Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting to curate
and manage the catering for the festival’s
India Pavilion. He did so by creating a menu
that amalgamated Rajasthani flavours
with classic French cooking techniques.
Intrigued? Think pyaaz (onion) ki kachori
wrapped in croissant dough, roulade of
lamb shoulder drizzled with laal maas
(spicy mutton dish) sauce, paniyarams
(pan-fried rice lentil dumplings) in the form
of French madeleines glazed with podi (a
spice mix) mixed in decadent French butter,
Champaran-style raw jackfruit folded into
little samosas served with a classic aioli,
and vada pav sandwiched in a pillowy-soft
French brioche. Is your mouth watering
yet? “The world is waking up to bolder
flavours and, when you break away from
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A creative interpretation of Masala Maska Bun
with Pav Bhaji Butter at Jhol, Bangkok.
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THE RECENT JAMES BEARD AWARDS
made news in India as Chai Pani, a North
Carolina-based eatery serving quintessential
Indian street food like chaat and vada
pav (Indian-style potato burger), won
the coveted ‘America’s Most Outstanding
Restaurant’ award. And Chintan Pandya,
Mumbai-born chef of the New York-based
Dhamaka restaurant, won the ‘Best Chef:
New York State’ honour. Talk about a
flavourful explosion! These accolades are a
true testament to the successful Indian food
story making waves across the world. And
we’re craving to ride this culinary high!

Indian, but with a Local Flair
Indian cuisine is known for its inherent
flavour and balance of different textures.
And with sustainable choices leading
the world towards vegan and vegetarian
options, it seems to fit the bill perfectly,
naturally offering tastier, gluten-free options
in the way of staples like dosas, as well as
curries and sauces that use vegetable roots
as thickening agents. Hari Nayak, chef,
restaurateur, author, and culinary director,
Sona, New York, and Jhol, Bangkok, says,
“It’s important to keep in mind the local
palate when designing the menu. At Jhol,
I know Thai people love the balance of
local flavours and, hence, at our upscale
South Indian coastal restaurant, we focus
on using regional ingredients. For instance,
we use morning glory, an indigenous Thai
green, to make a dal dish at Jhol. Likewise,
at Sona, to make the typical Punjabi saag, I
use Swiss chard and broccoli, and crumble
paneer (like feta) with a hint of seasoning.”
Interestingly, Nayak says that naming the
dish’s components after local ingredients
also increases their appeal as they strike a
chord with the people. He adds, “I make dal
makhni with South American beluga lentils
that are lighter than traditional urad dal.
Similarly, our bhelpuri is made with puffed
buckwheat that is used to make bread here.”
Evolving Plates
The narrative of Indian food is changing, as
well. A decade ago, it was all about chicken
tikka masala, vindaloo, and tandoori bread.

Chef Manu Chandra adds
finishing touches to his dishes.

FAMOUS TASTES
Mindy Kaling, Tom
Nichols, and Lola James
Kelly have all enjoyed
food at Sona, Priyanka
Chopra’s New Yorkbased Indian restaurant.
Recently, Schitt’s Creek
creator Dan Levy was
seen tucking into a thali
with actor Paul Rudd
at Asma Khan’s Londonbased eatery,
Darjeeling Express.

Innovative Crab Puri and Caviar
dish at Sona, New York.

But that’s a thing of the past. “Indian cuisine
has so much to offer that people do not just
settle for a ‘curry’, today,” says Sameer Taneja,
executive chef, Benares Restaurant and
Bar, London. “They understand better the
nuances between dishes made in different
regions, such as the difference between
Mangalorean sambhar and sambhar from
Telangana. The more people travel to India,
and the more they taste the food in different
restaurants, the more they understand the
culture and how much more it has to offer
than simply curry or chilli.”
Breaking Stereotypes
While retaining its popular status, Indian
food, nevertheless, has a reputation for
being too spicy for international palates.
Roop Partap Choudhary, executive director,
Noor Mahal, Karnal, and founder, Colonel
Saab, London, aims to break that notion
and confirm to diners that Indian fare is, in
fact, a matter of preferred flavours. “Indian
food is not spicy if you don’t want it to be.
We would like more foodies to explore our
cuisine and try out different dishes,” he says.
Recognising the appeal of the cuisine, an
increasing number of international chefs are
experimenting with Indian dishes by using
various herbs and spices to cater not only to
the large population of Indians abroad, but
to local palates, as well. All that’s needed are
some creative adjustments. For instance, a
significant section of the menu at the ChivaSom Resort, Hua Hin, comprises Indian
dishes. Customisation options allow diners
to add or limit ingredients as per their taste
preferences. Chef Sinchai, executive chef at
the hotel, says, “We personalise our guests’
dietary requirements. The most important
ethos that must remain intact is the usage of
quality Indian herbs and spices, which adds
to the overall flavour.”
Blessed with an immeasurable wealth of
‘flavour’, is it any wonder that Indian cuisine
has managed to entice culinary connoisseurs
globally?
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THE GREAT SWISS
OUTDOORS
Explore the colourful glory of summer in Switzerland
through a host of fun, adventurous activities.
By SATARUPA PAUL

ITʼS NOT OFTEN YOU FIND YOURSELF
standing amidst lush green meadows
carpeted with gently swaying blooms,
as ice-capped mountains loom before
you. Yet, on a hike in the Swiss Alps,
that is exactly where I found myself!
Somehow, at a point during the trek,
I had fallen back to admire the wild
yellow flowers that seem to sprout
everywhere in this part of the world
during summer. Shutter happy, I
looked up to realise I was alone on
the trail; the group I was hiking with
had marched on ahead and there was
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nobody behind me as far as I could see.
Alone on that trail on those meadows,
before the majestic forms of the Eiger,
Mönch, and Jungfrau mountains, I
realised, again, why Switzerland is one
of the most beautiful places on Earth.
Surprisingly, given its small size,
the Swiss nation has an immensely
diverse landscape. And one of the best
ways to experience its natural beauty,
as I learnt, is to step out and start
exploring the land through several
fun adventure activities, suitable for
travellers across all age groups.

E-biking through Terraced Vineyards
My tryst with the Swiss outdoors
began a few days earlier one balmy
morning with an e-bike ride along
the vineyard-lined waterfront of Lake
Geneva. The Lavaux region consists
of 830 hectares of terraced vineyards,
stretching about 30 kilometres along
the northern shores of this spectacular
glass-like lake. While there are several
hiking trails through the vineyards,
I opted for an e-bike tour to add a
bit of thrill to my exploration. After
a delicious breakfast at my lakefront

Al l im a ges co ur tesy of S a ta r upa Pa ul

Clockwise from far left:
Snow-capped mountains overlook a field of yellow
flowers; Picturesque views from a cruise on Lake
Brienz; Ethereal setting of Grindelwald; Biking
through the vineyards along Lake Geneva.

hotel, I set off on my e-bike with a
guide leading the way through cobbled
lanes winding in and out of vineyards,
up and down slopes, and through
sleepy medieval villages where life and
architecture seemed frozen in time.
The present vine terraces can
be traced back to the 11th century,
when Benedictine and Cistercian
monasteries controlled the area.
The roughly 200 family-owned
wineries here produce quality wines
organically, mostly consumed locally.
This centuries-old tradition prompted
UNESCO to list the Lavaux vineyards
as a World Heritage Site in 2007.
I spent some time soaking in the
heritage and exceptional beauty of
the place, until there was but one
thing left for me to do—taste the wine.
From the cellar of Mélanie Weber, the
friendly host served a variety of crisp
whites and rich reds from her estate,
with traditional nibbles and a side
of live music to go with it. It was a
sublime experience, to say the least.

Cruising on Alpine Lakes
A couple of days later, I arrived
in Interlaken. A popular tourist
destination, this charming town is
tucked between two alpine lakes—
Lake Thun and the turquoise beauty
that is Lake Brienz. I headed straight
for a cruise on Lake Brienz to witness
the spectacular mountain scenery firsthand. A fleet of five boats plies the lake,
ferrying people back and forth between
the little towns and villages that call
the lake’s shore home.
One of the most leisurely ways to
enjoy the Swiss outdoors, the boat ride
allowed me to sit back and enjoy the
stunning views. You can step off at any
of the scenic pit stops, stroll around,
and get back on another ferry later. I
disembarked at the roaring Giessbach
Waterfalls, thundering 500 metres
deep into the lake. Accessible by a
140-year-old funicular that takes you
up a steep mountainside, the forested
hilltop also has the historic Grand
Hotel Giessbach right by the waterfall.
After a hearty lunch at the hotel, I set
off with the resident forest ranger on
a wooded trail that took me behind
the waterfall. The view of the hotel,
lake, and mountains from behind the
curtain of water is unparalleled!

Hiking in the Mighty Alps
These experiences so far were just
a prelude to what awaited me at
the fairy tale village of Grindelwald
in the Bernese Oberland. This
breathtakingly pretty hamlet is the
gateway to the best summer hikes
in Switzerland. A cable car from the
Grindelwald Terminal took me up to
the Männlichen Peak. While several
hiking trails branch off from here, I
chose the fairly easy, panoramic trail
to the Kleine Scheidegg mountain
pass. It was here that I found myself
alone, as mentioned earlier, breathing
in crisp alpine air and experiencing
unadulterated peace and joy.
From Kleine Scheidegg, I boarded
a cogwheel mountain train for the last
leg of my journey to Jungfraujoch—
also known as the ‘Top of Europe’!
Connecting the two major 4000ers
of the Bernese Alps, the Jungfrau
and Mönch, the glacier saddle of
Jungfraujoch lies at an elevation of
3,463 metres and features the highest
railway station in Europe. Standing
there in the blinding white snow, with
strong, cold winds threatening to blow
me away, I marvelled at the dynamic
beauty that is Switzerland and how it
has something to offer for everyone.
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We landed
in Dibrugarh,
Assam, one fine
April morning.
The tour guide
met us at the
airport, ready to
take us along our
planned itinerary
through the heart
of Arunachal
Pradesh, via the
scenic wonders
of Miao, Roing,
Aalo, Menchukha,
and Pasighat.

Birdsong at
Namdapha Jungle
Camp, Miao

At the Assam-Arunachal
Pradesh border, we stopped
for an Inner Line Permit
check before driving to
Miao. By evening, we were
comfortably settled at the
Namdapha Jungle Camp,
owned by Phupla Singpho of
the indigenous Singpho tribe.
Surrounded by the calls of
oriental pied hornbills and
the picturesque, gurgling
Noa-Dihing River, we felt
serenaded by nature.

While Miao, a sleepy town
amidst misty blue hills,
was a bit off route, it was
an essential stop since it
served as our gateway to
the Namdapha National
Park; we had signed up
for a forest trek there.
At the end of our trip,
on our drive back from
Menchukha to Dibrugarh,
we aimed to sojourn at
Pasighat, soaking in the
wilderness, watching life
flow by to the murmur of
the Siang River. And so, we
set off on our adventure.

Hiking Through an Enchanting Rainforest

We lodged at a charming colonial bungalow in the Namdapha
National Park. It was the perfect vantage point to witness the
captivating beauty of the wilderness around us. The dense
forest here is home to some of the worldʼs most diverse flora
and fauna, including tigers, leopards, gibbons, elephants, black
bears, and many more. We could, however, explore only a sliver
of this lush paradise, trekking through the rain-drenched jungle, and amping up heart rates and appetites. The day ended
with a hot meal of dal, chawal, sabzi, and blissful solitude with
not another tourist in sight.

ALLURING ARUNACHAL PRADESH:
A JOURNEY IN SKETCHES
Arunachal Pradesh, the land of dawn-lit mountains, is the ultimate travellerʼs delight. Teeming with
magnificent rainforests, quaint tribal villages, picturesque valleys, stilted wooden huts, riverside trails,
and places in between—nameless yet unforgettable. Earlier this year, my husband and I chalked out a
road trip to this breathtakingly beautiful, Northeastern state, picking less frequented destinations, and
spent a fortnight ensconced in the warmth of Arunachali hospitality. Here are my sketches from our
mountain adventure that will forever remain etched in a kaleidoscope of lovely memories.
TEXT AND SKETCHES BY SEEMA MISRA
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Spiritual Outing for the Soul

Located on the outskirts of Miao, Choephelling is one of the countryʼs
oldest Tibetan refugee settlements, home to about 500 families.
With its fluttering prayer flags and monuments, the place is a
treasure chest of Tibetan culture. We visited the local craft centre,
famous for its handwoven carpets. I was struck by the peaceful vibe
of the simple yet pretty camp; even the weavers appeared to be in a
spiritual zone, calmly and flawlessly executing the intricate patterns.
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Meandering Through
Mystical Menchukha

Set 6,000 feet above sea level,
Menchukha was one of our last stops
in Arunachal Pradesh. The journey was
arduous—seven hours long on winding, muddy roads. But it was worth it!
The green hills and raw beauty of this
windswept valley left us spellbound.
Our pretty homestay sat alongside the
aqua-blue Yargapchu River, offering us
mesmerising views of the surroundings,
and of locals with bamboo baskets slung
on their shoulders, picking luscious
wild strawberries, mushrooms, and
vegetables on the slopes.

Being Zen at the
Golden Pagoda

On our way from Miao to Roing, we came
across a splendid delight known as the
Kongmu Kham (Golden Pagoda) in the
town of Namsai. Dramatic Burmese-style
rooftops and bright statues in
mesmerising hues of golden, red, and
yellow left me spellbound. The highlight
of this pagoda is a stunning 13-feet-tall,
gilded Buddha statue made entirely with
bamboo—eco-friendly and magnificent!

Walking on Tight Ropes

Hanging bridges, made of rope and bamboo strips, are
common in Arunachal. As we made our way to Pasighat, we
came across the precariously balanced Pongging Hanging
Bridge. It was quite the sight watching farmers sprinting
across it, kids and cattle in tow! We held our breath and
stepped gingerly across it, enjoying the view of the river
gushing below. I really enjoyed sketching these bridges.

Local Living in Aalo

Strolling at Sally Lake

At Roing, we spent a leisurely day sipping green
tea at tiny cafés and exploring the local market. As
the sun set over the horizon, we headed to Sally
Lake up in the mountains. Surrounded by thick
forests, the setting's serene beauty was marked
by a spooky solitude, stormy clouds, and the eerie
whispering of trees. Iʼll be honest, I had some fanciful thoughts of forest nymphs and water spirits.
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Our next stop was the beautiful valley of Aalo, set amidst
orange orchards, by the Sipu and Siyom Rivers. To fully absorb
the allure of this natural getaway, we opted to stay at Bebom
Homestay, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Geyi Ori of the Galo tribe,
and located 16 kilometres from Aalo. Time truly stops here.
The ancient traditions of our hosts were evident throughout
their house, which has a communal living area with an open
hearth, a shrine, and historic mithun (domestic cattle) skulls
decorating the walls. The rain and chilly winds found us huddling around the fireplace, sipping apong (homemade rice beer)
and munching on roasted pork served with a pinch of salt.

Experiencing Peace in Pasighat

Home of the Adi tribe and a popular rafting spot, Pasighat
is riverside relaxation at its best. We concluded our trip at
Abor Country Camps on the banks of the Siang River. With
its quiet, moonlit walks and magical river-fishing routines,
the camp is refreshingly different from the usual noisy
campfires. As I paused to soak in the tranquillity, my small
sketch-and-paint kit brought the environs into sharp focus
with a montage of watercolours.
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C E L E B R A T I O N VISTARA SNAPSHOTS

EYES ON THE SKY
Itʼs World Photography Day on 19 August. And weʼre celebrating the event by sharing
two beautiful photographs captured by our dear Vistara passengers!
And for all you budding and professional shutterbugs, do keep clicking away.
Who knows, your snapshot may just make a landing on our digital platforms!

SpotVistara

thish Nadar. #

en glow by La
Cast in a gold

A heavenly vision in black
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Tag us and use
#SpotVistara or
#VistaraView
for a chance to be
featured on our
social media pages!
and white by Navroze D.

Dhondy. #VistaraView

C O M M U N I T Y INDIAN CRAFTS

A MESSIAH FOR INDIAN ARTISANS

From top:
Visitors throng a stall set up by craftswomen
supported by Urmul, a Rajasthan-based NGO, at
the Dastkar Bazaar; National level Kavad (mobile
story-telling device) artisan, Shri Dwarka Prasad
Jangid showcases one of his creations.

New Delhi-based NGO Dastkar has spent the last four decades working towards the preservation
and revival of Indian handicrafts. Its co-founder and chairperson, Padma Shri awardee
Laila Tyabji, shares the many ways in which the organisation supports craftspeople,
and the success stories that give heart to these efforts.
By AAKRITI JASWANT
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Laila Tyabji in a workshop with Kantha
embroidery craftspeople from West Bengal.

the journey toward a sustainable
producer-consumer relationship.
Building from the Ground Up
Currently working in 25 states of India
with more than 750 crafts groups
and approximately one lakh artisans,
the NGO features a range of support
and skill enhancement activities.
These include design innovation and
product development programmes,
capacity-building workshops, pricing
and costing tutorials, efficient sourcing
of raw materials, networking, and
building craft communities.
It also provides artists with a
marketing platform by organising
bazaars and exhibitions. The Dastkar

Nature Bazaar and other events bring
together craftspeople, environmental
organisations, social activists, urban
consumers, and international buyers
for a fair exchange of products and
ideas. With the help of this end-to-end
support, artists can break free from
middlemen and gauge current market
trends and customer demand directly.
Vankar Aatubhai, a shawl weaver
from Kutch, Gujarat, says, “Dastkar
recognises genuine artisans and helps
them reach urban markets. Dastkar is
the ‘LIFE’ of craftspeople.”
Empowering Women Artisans
The organisation has also played a
vital role in improving the lives of

Al l im a ges co ur tesy of Da st ka r

IT ALL HAPPENED NEARLY FOUR
decades ago. While working as a
merchandiser for the Taj Hotels’
stores selling Indian arts and crafts,
Laila Tyabji required a large supply
of handmade cane baskets, in
popular demand among hotel guests.
Logistical problems, however, made
the procurement process difficult, and
two things became apparent to Tyabji
—one, there was a significant physical
gap between rural craftsman and
the urban consumer, and two, many
people were interested in Indian crafts.
And so, Dastkar came into being.
Founded by Tyabji in 1981, along with
five other women, the not-for-profit
NGO aims at supporting Indian crafts
and craftspeople—many of whom are
women from rural areas—and helping
them find a place in the market.
The crafts industry is second
only to agriculture in providing
employment in India. Yet, indigenous
artisans face many challenges such as
inaccessibility to funds and technology,
lack of modern consumer market
know-how, and poor institutional
frameworks for progress. Tyabji
states, “They (the Indian craftspeople)
had great skills but were being
marginalised as markets became more
urbanised and sophisticated. Dastkar’s
idea was to act as a bridge between
rural artisans and urban consumers—
helping artisans understand the
tastes and needs of the market, and
consumers realise the beauty and
potential of handcraft.” And so began

thousands of rural women handicraft
workers by initiating various craft
community development projects that
have gone on to become national-level
success stories. As a result, the women
have gained financial independence
and earned the respect they deserve
in their communities. For instance,
a group of 75 bonded tribal women
from the Godda district of Jharkhand
received financial assistance and skill
training workshops from Dastkar;
they have now grown into a recognised
tussar (a type of silk)-spinning
and weaving group with an annual
turnover of over `1 crore! Known as
the Berozgar Mahila Kalyan Sanstha
(BMKS), the group is a shining
example of the NGO’s efforts.
A project with the Lambani tribal
women of north Karnataka entailed
Dastkar teaching them how to produce
a uniform, quality output of exotic,
colourful costumes for the market.

Their products soon became the design
inspiration for some of the bestselling
home accessories and garments in
the country. In collaboration with the
Disha Foundation, the organisation
also worked in Rajasthan’s Churu
district, teaching women—who
were hitherto breaking stones on the
roadside—the shibori tie-dye technique
of creating clothing as an alternative
form of income.
The NGO is currently completing
a follow-up programme to their
COVID-19 support scheme, wherein
select women’s craft groups are given
professional design and product
development training to create a
range of exclusive and contemporary
furnishings and home décor items.
These will then be exhibited in Delhi
and elsewhere and about 2,000
women will benefit from this project.
Pan-India Presence
Dastkar has covered the length and
breadth of our country, working with
Brahmin Madhubani painters in
Bihar, tribals in Chhattisgarh, Bodos
in Assam, victims of insurgency in
Kashmir, and isolated sheep-herding
communities in Ladakh. It’s a clear
indication of their commitment to
reach craftspeople all over India. As
times and technology evolve, newer
concepts like value-added products,
e-marketing, online sales, and a mobile
craft store are also being developed.
Tyabji says, “As always, it is the
craftspeople who are the focal point of
Dastkar’s thinking and work. As the
world changes, we must help them
change with it.” And what a vibrant,
glorious change that will be!
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VISTARA’S

BONTON
Known for its stylish and practical furniture solutions, Bonton
recently introduced its latest line of seats and tables for
universities, auditoriums, and convention centres. The
Bonton BT 4000 has clean, neutral lines that express the
range’s minimalist ethos. A product of many years of design
innovation, this sophisticated seating solution comes in a
range of finishes and is crafted using hard-wearing and
long-lasting materials. It boasts a flexible assembly system
that can be adapted to shapes of any space and size,
simplifying installation and maintenance. bontonfurniture.net

Picks of the Month...
BRINGING YOU THE BEST IN LUXURY, LIFESTYLE, AND HOSPITALITY

HANSGROHE
Forward-thinking and bold, AXOR by Hansgrohe was founded
with a mission to bring personality to intimate bathroom spaces.
For the past 25 years, the brand has lived up to this aim by creating
distinctive designs, specially curated around the personality of the
user, for water-related spaces. AXOR’s approach is centred around
the individualisation of private living spaces in an age where
globalisation creates a sense of similarity. For DISTINCTIVE, its new
project, the company has liaised with world-renowned designers,
conceiving avant-garde layouts and exclusive objects for bathrooms.
Because personalisation is the ultimate luxury. axor-design.com

VOWS FOR ETERNITY
This premium, global, and personalised matrimonial
service has reinvented traditional matchmaking with
its ‘East meets West’ ideology. Helmed by founder and
CEO Anuradha Gupta, its philosophy is rooted in Indian
traditions while believing in the modern approach of
connecting two individuals based on shared values
and outlooks. With an exclusive clientele comprising
cosmopolitan, well-established, and successful
individuals, finding one’s soulmate just became easier
with Vows for Eternity. vowsforeternity.com

INDIA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (ITDC)
This pioneering presence in the Indian hotel industry is known
for providing high-quality tour- and travel-related services to
individuals, groups, and corporates. Moreover, its magnificent
property, The Ashok, is an architectural marvel standing tall in
the heart of Lutyens’ Delhi. The 550-room hotel has hosted
eminent, international dignitaries and is a classic example of
authentic Indian hospitality with world-class infrastructure.
The corporation is also engaged with other prominent
departments like the Ashok Travels and Tour Division and the
Ashok International Trade Division. itdc.co.in
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KIKKOMAN
As Japan’s No. 1 soy sauce brand,
this condiment is synonymous with
quality. Naturally brewed over
months using authentic Japanese
methods, the sauce has a unique
colour, fine aroma, and rich taste,
making it a favourite around the
world. It has quickly become the
favoured choice of chefs and
connoisseurs in India, too, with 18
million dishes being served using
the Kikkoman Soy Sauce, in their
first year here! kikkomanindia.com

SSVM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
Celebrating 25 glorious years of excellence in holistic education, this group
is distinguished by its student-centred pedagogy and state-of-the-art
infrastructure. Conceived by its founder and managing trustee,
Dr Manimekalai Mohan, SSVM offers a chain of schools in Coimbatore and
Mettupalayam, providing world-class education for K-12 across a range of
curriculums. Backed by highly qualified faculty and globally proven teaching
methods that match international standards, the institution focuses on
Indian values, ethics, and a variety of extracurricular facilities, inspiring
children to develop a passion for lifelong learning. ssvminstitutions.ac.in
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ENHANCE THE NEW FEELING
At Vistara, we strive to make your travel memorable in more ways than one.
You can pre-purchase the following services at prices that are significantly
lower than the airport rates, up to 60 minutes prior to flight departure.

VISTARA GETAWAYS ►
Choose Vistara Getaways and let us take
care of all your travel and safety needs
from start to finish. This includes booking
your flight with Vistara and stay at top
hotels handpicked by our travel partner,
Thomas Cook.

◄ VISTARA
UPGRADE
Upgrade to India's only

Premium Economy or the
best-in-class Business

VISTARA PRIORITY

Enhance your Economy Class
experience
with priority check-in,
Class. Instantly upgrade
boarding and baggage handling.
yourself to the next cabin Eliminate the stress of waiting in
long queues and expedite your
class at a nominal price!
journey with Vistara Priority.

VISTARA SELECT
Comfort is essential when travelling and
one of the most important aspects of it is
choosing your preferred seat. A window
seat for the perfect view or an aisle seat
for added comfort - select your seat by
paying a nominal fee and travel the way
you wish to!

VISTARA
MEET & ASS IST

VISTARA
GATE TO GATE

Enjoy travel assistance services with
Vistara Meet & Assist - a service powered
by Airportzo. This service is ideal for
business travellers, senior citizens in
need of assistance, first-time travellers,
and passengers travelling alone.

Vistara Gate to Gate, in partnership with
CarterX, ensures you travel hands-free. Get your
luggage picked up from your address in the city
of departure and delivered to your place of stay
at the destination city. This service is available
in select cities only.

THE LAST WORD

inner child: it’s impossible to leave the
class without a smile.
Which asana would you recommend
for stress relief?

The secret lies in breathwork. Correct
breathing techniques and breath
retention activate the parasympathetic
nervous system that takes care of your
rest and relaxation triggers. Certain
pranayamas balance your hormones.
Try kumbhaka (breath retention),
brahmari pranayama (bee humming
sound), and bitilasana (cow pose).

We learn the art of balancing the mind, body,
and soul from celebrity yoga and holistic
wellness expert Anshuka Parwani.
By ANANYA BAHL

Tell us about your yoga journey...

My association with yoga dates
back to my childhood. I had asthma
and my mother made me practise
‘fun’ breathing exercises that were
basically pranayama. Years later, a
near-fatal accident made me give up
my career as a pilot. I was bedridden
for months. Yoga helped me recover
by strengthening my body and mind.
So, I chose to take it up seriously and
became certified as a teacher.
Your personal wellness mantra?

For me, connecting with my mind,
body, and soul is important, physically
and mentally. I close my eyes and try
to stay with my breath. It’s called Sama
Vritti (equal breath)—inhale for three
seconds and exhale for three seconds.
This enables mindfulness.
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How did you think of giving a
modern spin to traditional yoga?

Rather than ‘modern’, I prefer to call it
‘hybrid’ and ‘practical’. I am certified in
different schools of yoga, and I believe
in maintaining the authenticity of
each and bringing together their best
facets. For instance, I teach ‘chair yoga’
to corporate executives. It makes yoga
accessible and fun, yet challenging.
Tell us a little about FlyFit.

‘Flying Fitness’. Essentially, that’s
what it is. I came across aerial yoga
on my travels, tried a few classes with
a hammock, and then worked on the
repertoire. It’s a bit of aerial yoga, aerial
Pilates, and aerial fitness. FlyFit is
great for compression of the spine and
neck and helps you with complicated
asanas. The practice also releases your

The World's Most Successful
College Admissions Consultant

How do you stay ﬁt while travelling?

Walk everywhere if you can and
hydrate. Maintain a balance between
heavy and light meals. Practise surya
namaskar for strength, stamina,
flexibility, and endurance. Try
navasana (boat pose) for your core. If
possible, do any inversion: a headstand
or put your legs up on the wall.

Our Admissions Programmes

If you could do only one asana
for the rest of your life, which one
would it be?

My favourites are shavasana and yoga
nidra—guided meditation for sleep.
Just 15 minutes of this practice is as
good as sleeping for eight hours!

*For Vistara Gold &
Premium Members

Ivy League and
Oxbridge Admissions

Top US/UK/EU
& Canada Admissions

Med School
Admissions

Former Admission
Officer Consulting

Guided Research
Papers

Internships with Top
Global Companies

SAT/ACT/UK Test
Tutoring

Sports
Recruitment

Our Results

Your favourite wellness
destinations in India and abroad?

We send more students to the Ivy Leagues and Oxbridge, than any other consultant in the world!

I love the spa treatments at Hilton
Shillim and Rajasthan’s Amanbagh.
Abroad, I like the Soneva properties in
the Maldives for their scientific, holistic
wellness programmes.

514

What’s next for you in yoga?

I want Anshuka Yoga to grow in India
and abroad. I’d also like to spread
my 360-degree approach to holistic
awareness, wherein not just physical,
but mental and spiritual aspects also
fit within the ‘wellness’ concept!

Use code: VSTR10
and get a
10% discount

Crimson’s bespoke services help you to achieve your educational aims.

Ima ge cou rtesy: Roha n S hrestha

YOGIC
WONDER

Offers to
the Ivy league

176
Offers to Oxford
and Cambridge

3000+
Offers to Top 50
US Universities

1500+
Offers to Top 10
UK Universities

Make Your Dream Possible with Crimson Education!
Book Your Initial Consultation Today!
Click Here

+91 8595 7 7 2 6 2 7

INDIA@CRIMSONEDUCATION.ORG

